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E~1~~~~~








differ by '~eveTal parts ,per":adiii,~, at. 30 Hif~ pal., ~ eq~~lar·rdx~..u:e'"
:, ~f liquiil ~1a and water. however. y~'elda'onlY li lII!ngle.'na~T()w re.8or1aDce\·
of :fr.\!~~~cy~etweeD t~?a~ :~f :~b~':-PUrll-c~~~Il~III-.'",:~~_~:'~~':d.~.e~(i th~~_'~._ .
. 'aod";" <h,:"<oM ..~b."" <O.ld': ".,,'....d by ..."ioo~ ~~h ••., . t"
HJN~l! - + 'OH2 ~".UJN' '''',' ~.oH:z .:, (;1..12)
..The're,liu1t of ,this, ~apid'prOtte,lIIa':1B"effectiVe1Ya 1l~:eieCtrOll.ie environ':"'
manS. correspondinS to 8. weighted average oI the ~O a::'d NH) envirollJlente •
.: ,'.:~ ~~iicrib1~g the_ .~hemica1 exchange: all rapid. we _are co.,;pa~ing ~t vi~h
t.he, ~eciProcal;of the. difference betw.een the H~O and' ~; -re'aonance
frsqUetlc:i.e8~. :nJ:"uiJ. '-in' the ·",~ov~' e~~le tbs aeparati0D:: bet"eeD ,tbe:- two'
rea~liDcel fa' of the ~rder ~f 100 Hz. ('aince ~e par,t 'per ~il;1~'at
3O·;,MHz. _co~~elll~a' to:30'_~.) so tbiae:',the ,ch~'1Cal"e~ba~Be.-iG:b~t:c~ared W1t~ ~OO lIIec.-i . ,·S·lm1larllJ'-o·fhe· 8PiD.':~~ill"·IIlUIUPIJt st~~~re: .
'" " .',' ,. -- , " ' ','- .
.may vallhh:. if' t,he ~eaA Ufet1JDe \fuich ,8 t1ucleus spends ~n'a. given IIX)lecule
~ ~hort iD..'~~a~,iaOIl_~tb'~.~ r~~i~rocai,Of th~ COUPl~g .C~8~lID~ (i.~~.~
if th~'rate of exehange is fast _eo~ared with the coupling CO,:"stllDt).
.', . _ .
. FOT-.eithe1" of. the spectral.fe.tuTes, if the chemi~l 'exchange.
;." .. '",.'




..... -. ,-:~·t .. ·,· .,:,_:'-
;.':::'
.- ~.' .~.; ,
• f~'rrOWil' j~'~ll ,a 'iingi~ 'Ghatid:tn~' io -~bile~~- a~ '~:\'~~yr~~~' i.te- of ~
". '" c~_~~: '_,,~29],':'::~ ~e."~1ia~.t~/9~ '-~~~ad~~~~ .;m~Vl~~~. ~n~.~. 10 C~~ed, "~H~-"
\ t1.llle 'bro8;dening~' becauae' the broadening can be 'coDaldered"'.8 resw.t1~ f,rol!
';. \'-. ,-,'--- ,'; ,"- --,' "-' --, ":,, " - '-. ;
thlEl flnitflt1me .• nucleus aU,ya' in •. definite apin stateo, The 'second stage.
, iD-::~~i~h '~.bere:· ~~', i_-:ai~l~ cqi~ap~~~' ~.~., ~ ~~ter'r~~tn 'a8.i-'u~~e
~~~~~~~frf
.~~ or,d~r Of-,_:a;8gni~Ude..8a ·th~·.'re,c:!-pr.~Cll1-nf 't~~ _cb,.~ac.t.~r1~t1.c,:~re~,!:en~y
. '~f.'~a~p:';;~~~'~, it', is -po~~ibl~ t'o o~t~:in iU~t~~'a,;,d 'hence.~atesni'~~;ctio~-o
'.:,:.:'"- ".. ii:·' ,_," .. ; ," ,;,- .'
,\ 'Ih~-C~.e· of 'bne.°ooA1nant .Line,
, '. . "'-' ' .. - , - '. " "- ': . " ":, ','" ~. : ' , . :.... :. -~ , .' ...
::.,. :ehe nuclear ~nlit~c, r~ao~c~ a.a~o.~ uaa!,in-,thia wor~ .~Q_ba8ed
::~~;;:.:~:.':p::::;::·~::··::!·::~·f~::'::~C:::.On1'.·;
. ,.~~,~lCIWG· tb.i1~.~thelonl~roc~,a~~adet~c~ed ~l :lJ1V!ll:~ pro~~~,_.tr~.fer ~:'blltW8~O,or·.l.~o w~~er':a1~ea and '-~~ther am.iD~,~~~tae· o~'17()'wat~""alt~~o
.. :::;r.::·:I~:~~:£::~;~::'::~:~~:~:· ~:2t':~E:~:tt~··,·
·. .' .. .






" .. " ..), :" .. , , .:,: " ,.~. ,:' .. :, " ' .'.~~,.,~ ':' ,O.J,th•. ': q\l~~.I:~~Y.~, "~.U::_.t'\I~.' t,he. br'~.d~;lu~'~f .1=M,. '
..;'::~:;:. ':h;T~::~l:\::;~~::':¢ ::hi~:it;:·.:i
., th!" ,abaeace, ,o,f, e:xc~ge
:"-,'
-, '>~.
.. '~ . ",. -"',;, ' .
.-'. ',l.
F~~-' th~ eee~'oi~ll:.~~~et.~•. to,' b~ '~~PU(&bie ••.i!~ .. y_~;.e.,l?~ p '~~';1:d .
not UCl!ed .bou~, 1I. ,~rr)d1Dg this COK,1t:l.0Il 111 :-et, the ..111~t1Doe '
> ~(T alit} ,0:£ u,&ID1iIo, ,pee,' tm.der~1D.g'~a.nB" ClIO ~ ca1ciilated fr~, j
e," =~.2~:. ,[~;:'f=l:;:~l' -
~i~&i3§t~i?j~._..•... ·.:.· .







. .'bond and VNli>~iea~ llt.er ..- 1 ·a~.~l :l~-·th.~.J;~t~·:of, br~k1~ -~or, all .
. bOD~S: '0'£ ~b~t ·~iPe.
"-:".-', '-., ;'" ,.
,When, there ar-e .Bev.er~ equi'!alent- boucles; Ulea the '.u:pproprtate
factor muat,be' ~e;3 :lD.~OlIj~~~100.With': ~e- ccmcen_t.ratiOU:.' ~f' ~h~
,.' ..
~-c.~elll1ca~'apecleB. '~~r -~X;&WlPle. ~~.~»rellie:D.t8-were -~:NH:'
~~1S2rE~~j(
-eTror: !D:_.. (r:./p)' W~~:'ll~a't"'t~'e max1~'of'i,he ~urve:·::~H~;).er •. th~: l.~k, ~i:
. ~~DlIitJ.V~t:)' ~'9 '[ fu 'rbia ~~~iaD'~~~'~'th~'~:\~~P)'.~~-·~~ly_-a fuIic't1on:'













~',' !,; .i::~ ", .' ·X.· '(~"')
.... :;·~~J~f~0:t,Cr~":~~",
"':'•. <t~::£L:~:~~~~\::::-;7":: :::~~'.~,:: ::-ri..'
:..' . '~:'~'.~~~>~ th·II!l.'~ ·p~OC~.;·· it,v.:~~t. t.~ ·~ro.c:e••:~·:,
"1Ii( . .. '_6 "'.t.,
Sol~~f0ii8'lI1tb Ho~e ~ 'CIl;'; NOD';'D~n~ .·SiU:
:":Ir~'-80l~t~~: CClll~~~~.lIIore""t~n ·~e:~n.e,' of nOp-d:~ni-'
::::::v·~·t:.r~:~:::..::·.;:t:~:~:::ri:·:·'or
,:I:.~b,t~:~~,~'t~,a~ ,~.tO··'I1;., .llD6't~~ ..r'~~~~t.~? ,b'e'7'~1 ';~o ~e;,~7. ~o.~;f,e "
different. contrlbutt~... '1, provided, that the- ~~.Dtist1OD ,of lUlc:h-,nllD-'
~'o~~~t-'iii~ ',~t1~'if r.~. t'~e' T~~uirelllea~~:..',i~~ 'th~ .. ~s~·, ~~~onrd~t "
. line;. TbU~ '~~' ,1l~-d·~a~'t·,'NB:·~ii~•.'·~~~ lab~i~e~' {'~'•. ... ~,~':> :.<j; ....I:~~~!:
.' ~;: ~->~-;~..~\':,~'.,/·~;2. "/'-, ~.: .. ~': ~',':~,;j.: >
;' .. ,,", ",' ".,<.' ' / ; ,":.'•..' .,'.. ".-,
-!qUllt"1J;nl (L 2~) ;.pp1~ vb.t:hlir··~e nap.-d.~pant 1Il;,tu .4Te 1n ,di~.fereDt
~teeulell'.or in 't'~ 8ue :mol~~~i~.~,"'The·8~81t;UUon e~t&.t.f bot~
~:17~~:~~~~~~~~iit~:~e,p.~'.ieQt:~ .". .. .

. ..,~ ,"
~ atTOll.g add." 11. .. (.II.+J n ~ so t~c. t~ ;a.r:a ~ reduce• .~
• : ,. .' .- • • I"
.:...~
. (BR+-j - ra+J . ,~(1.J6)
,]
/ ..
-.' . '. . '. ..- " \
Rosflnl:hal- and GrUnwald 'have 'Iugg••ud [42] that Cocjpera'. results .for
. .




. - .' . .,'. ; ,', .\';;-
:"tb~~ raU,-viU be fli!pre..~ onJj by. Ii ~t: :f!e.c~_ ~'Dae proUm ·_~a•.
,foUowi..n"t1d· dh.o:=uuoa. b~~.:foll~·a CrUlll'&1d-SV~:t;ype. ra~ ... '
~"me! v111 II~ a lart~ rue ~~re.e~ .vi·ttl ui~e~~ [B+r.· -
Ree<:ti~. lDvol:v1D1 Two ~~~h. of h#e
Pr....io~ IIlIrken bave d~te'eud r.vcf ~. of _cha.Q.i~. '..:h.i.l:h &1:~e
x~~~~~I;
.
.... . ..~I., [0-1] .B~ B' :'[1]>'" \+.;.. '.'
.. _~J':'.:';~ ~'.J{:;':': "... '/ .>'.,' ~Y;;" (l'.~;);.
~l'l.""~UOQ.·_-yocC:urbL"c:~~rUd:or_"e~~e'~~ •. :..-
. :Sblee: t:be pre-eat work 1.1. esJlI8iYelr ~ee~ v:iui" -,.Ur_e:a.c.
- . ", ....' ", -'. "',. .... , ... " . - .. ' .'.'
. of t)Ioe '",ur 1iDe,· the fir,t: t:7P'.of~.' w1.ll D:,Ot bII.det:ec:ted here.
.-.;;=S:::~~:~=f:~::3:t?igilti~
.\:" • a¥eCi ;[34. '''2. 44, '55'. 56) :I.e. haa bel!li found that. l! 11 ~ i. ne hiah~l'
'Value.. ~f II b~v"beeQ. I1t«preted, to :lnd.~eat~ .tro;.ar ~JO'dro~'Q b:aUD1
< --;- ~, .-- J , •
baaoearaawe and _t.al' IIOleeula [43.55]. Tbia_de4uct.1.oD foll0'4' tI
···;p~±t~:::·J;'::1~~;t·






,---. ' .- .. :.... '.- - -.' ... ,.'._'
SodiU1ll hyoToxide, ~as Gupp1ied by Anaehelllia chelllicallJ and was
, .. -.,.' :,.: ,- :
·.-.Used'· t'o"pTepsTll two stock '801ut1~n8 o! apPToxililltelY·1M. and O:15.M."',.
'.' ',..,'. - .. '. " .
.-.·.~.c:~s _8(l1\J.~.i~,~._.~re' stan.d8t~hed: a8_~~~ a:p~~. standarl;! .Of>P.Ota8d~
hYdT08ep.'phthalllte. eupp.11ed by the U, 5.' Depart&ll!nt 0.£ cotiae~ee' Nlltional
·lIuT~~'u. of. St~_~~rd8•. A 'W~1sht:-bure~te' .:n.d':ll 2.:S ml.;'~di1D~,~: m1~r~me,ter
b~Til.tte ,,",.ere ;"ed' 'in a. pof.antiOlD.eid.e ;- t1tr~t1on: ,with ,the 'end po:"n~
~ :'deteTllliJi~d .~y .r~; grea.~,eet-:Taie of C~$_e:' o~-.P!i; \ib~ '~~ ~t'e~ '.~ .
electrode .p.re described later. ,HydrOChloJ.~·'.cid fr~,tbe HCArth~~'
. ..- - ", .'. '. ,', --," --.' '- "'--: ...
. .-_ ~ ~~lIi:l.eal :0,_Lt.aited '~~ ua~d,"~D pre.pan ,t~rea atD.ek ao~t10n8 ..o~, 'ap.~",:::~
!ulau' molad,ti_ .5 .. 1 and 0.15. Thesll sblutions -~ere st,andardbed, a,gainst
~~':.~~:;ht.::;~.~:~:;::1t::.:7c~::q::::~~:~1lw~ ....
used for tiJfi:;;.iJ.lIt.ilia.t1~r~daD ali. 8l~1I lIt'1~U 'v.~ ~ed' for 'tqe. ;.
,~eCODd; '-;::-'8d~'~Ydj~xide W~~'-'.Bdded ·~.'t~e v~t~~ before' ~e "~-eimd:"'--'~'-'
:'';:;~,~c-~~~~.1n''~~~' too '~~_,ve: ~18~i~d· "c~rb~ d1~~dl!" ' A _lI~d•• ~i~ .
, •. , "c.~e ~cl~e~ at~~her1c..arbon '4fo#de. For ,I!XP~r1l11l!lnhin9S%,~2,~'
. ~2 O.v._ supplied.. by Stl;'hl8,!,-" Isot~e- CheadcsllJ aDd va.. r~di6t:llled,'from
~~~aas~w.; h~d~Odd~ ~.'~ove~. '~a't~r enri~~ed W~~h l~O..v~,obt&~e(f frOlll . i
'H1te~; Labot'ator188' an4. BtIlllU 8QO\mtll. vere red18t-11l~d ·011 a ~cu1,llll lin,e•.
N: Il~- dllDe.t~ip1perazine vas supplied 'ss, the free IUIl:ln~ by the
.~.driCh,'~.~~,ll~O:~'d,~~\,conv:ert;~d't~:t~.~ ~.bYdioC~?~lde l!y,'bult~~.8
28
::" ..h1;h:~gen.':~hl~,~1d~,'·.aa.:· ~~~h~~.~r~~~~.~~;~.n,: ~,th~O~lC:,~,OlU~lo;:~









.detector wall -W1~d to ,IIICmlto.r ~h8 b~n';'elof..' the' potenti~t"4 c1'F.,\=-ult -.d
to apply necessary I;O'n:ectians to the heater voltqe by IRIlIl8 of ••e~~
,.
.,": "'::'\~"'. - '. ,.;'
. . " . - -
lllOt.or 'dr~vei1 varlac.~:Alt.hough 'the C011-_trol_~h·e~c~ie~asured.t:he
t.emP~iat"::e of 'ihe' tdr ftow l_dl~~elY befor~ '-tb"e:· flow "surroUnded the:.
".q,:l~. :it was se:.D~t.ll~_' ~O~dCI;t~ii;- ~e~ratut"e ~f ·the_:8-.ple'~~111
" " . -. . , .. - -. '
&1;:18ht.~Y>d~f£erent. ~.r01ll the.-t~.ratu:re· of th.e th",R!C!eouPh :(thed:ltference
d~pe.nil:~8.'~!l_~he_.~p-er~t;ina_te~erat~re)-·. ~e 8'~1~ _v~ .ther~fo~e ~Pla~d.
···'~4~~I~~~~t
was p~-cQOl"d by pue:1Dg It',.t~rough a copPer eo11.1_ned, 1.D 'an.-:l.CI! .
·f~1£:#.:T~::;·::;:':~"~':~"":H.
'~'::Z:;::":·.:::i:·i~~:·:::::.·:.::.rl~t:;::~:~..t~~:~.,.
,- ~", ' K'~~~re~nt or·~~ !IF :. ~.i~~d
'".ie~~;:~~~~::z~:::~:j~:~::,:~rt:::1:L:::;~
'. ~~' ;'x'~~,e~~~: :~~~~.:, ·~tile·':~A.~,~,~~'~:~' '~+..,~:' ..~On~~ P'~~~'~~,f~ ;.:.'~~t'. ~~: .vj'~".,:.
'.' .:...:.. ~:f.e'fen~~ .•i.n.~e :1~ ~,d.::~.of :~.~.:~~h~C half'.~~.~.~ae.·~ch.~;u.l:~ .
. ,i . -~~:]~Eif~~:~~t.=,'2:\~r[:t2~:F:~~:."li;~2:L
•.•~... ". " .......•~..•.".. ' >,.};' '~'. ,::;')-' ,~
;:" :':-;~'~.






1W!lISurabl. ollc'~llau.oD. equid be obtll-ined.Y~i, cou,ld ~en ~e Billll'l,.
. deie~nCd,,~bY. _asudnS the frequelicy of ~he 00I7~1~~tiOn"·.~li.J.ue.
~btainOd ·for the .aF .field. by thle ~thgd :..ere -,~n"B:I..tent~ylabout: 20%
:~:~:':~. ~:'::.8o:::::::~h:,.t::~.f::::tm:~~:~ ..~:::~=::o::. ::~:~~
,,~atio,~'if _r·a~~a- •
. "~~.~~r~~~t of T1P
_ ,"'." ~,.'~e:~~,f::.~D:,~~~~·~U.C"l',.lf:"~~~.'~~:,t~ ?~±!;:l;""~::~:-~~::
de•.crihed by Solomon·:(58]. '\,TlIe, methOd,:1;t ...., been"used 1>'y Me1hoO<l '(32) "
;~;~~:~~, ~nito~·,~:~~e~ -_ ~e~~~i~~~':~i '~'attir ~ ~...~ 'b'~: ,~y~-~.~::lS~']::":-:~~:f:'
~10~iticai:';'xcha~ae_~~t~'. ': ~t -;~~':;~-i.~ 'b,.' B~oCj,::'160] .~a.t -,~~ :i>~~~r
':'~p_;,tiaa~~~~: c~, b~. fliP.~~,' th~~~h,180.~>;',~ a~1'a1"'t:1e, f~t. p~~~~.:
-~h';";'~ ."the 're~o~;;ee. " iq·Sof~rt'·"":_"tl:'.Od; "the- 'fati't ·p...~~e i~ ":~oP,Ped·
,..~t:~ ,,~b.~ eeatrr.,~/ tMi .r~~ona,:~:~':~1.~~',,~•.T~~~~d~._. Th•.-:·.:t.~~~"~~ ,v~l~:
~~r~'::,~e: be' fl1P~,~,~ ~broush ,?JI1~., 90· .,,~~·i.t ..:1"1-~~, p,~~a11•.~~ .~~. u: "
fll>ld"·aft"rth.~-P~aage ....n.e:,lIlsgn.1't~ .of th: ~~.~.t'1~etiOn~l1'.. ~~c.~ .
,:: l·t~·.' eher.ct.rt~t:l.c'U.:.,·· ,,~~t~i'T'" ~1~~~\~a _~~~1~.~i~~A·~~·'~~3,JS~~~~~~~I; .. '
.:.::e:: ::e':::1:::t b:;:: =:=--= ::~:~:~:~:o=~<J.:~
.': ~ , of the ..mpla ,,,sa re_iJ:I a111D:"d "1Ui the. effacti.,.. _petic field :I... tba
"1(0t.t111S fr_ of refer_ca. The ....P1_ tete of t}>e ":ep .1e A . .





u~u1rement tha~ .there sh~ld be no E1ign'1~1cantrela~t~_~n'd.u.rl~. t:h,,:~..
~~'re, .U i.•.. t~,~_ ~~~. ·.th.e.:.j~~C:.t~._te~._~s _~....t.8ed.,' Q~f ,~~Ott.ttc:~:' .: ~~: ~th~ ",
present1vorlt an eJ:CponBitial sweep VB u.Bed. ud. tbe above inequality roan( ,







.~r. t~e ~OU~~ of this work, .two diffeJ:ent _thod~ were UBe~_to
,record "th"e.4eca.)'s, ~d ca1c~a~e vll;lue~ of T1p '., The f1~t ~thod consisted.... '
:0£ "reco"riiag 'the de.c'ay dn.:" Texaa -I~/ltFl.IIPentB ',OsclllO':':rtte~1 ehar~
~c:~r~r ~d .f;:al:~:ati~g .valu~. 'of :r~p. 00'111,8 th~ key'~~aril. "l~U~: of a W!"'S
nOB P~olraa....ble e8:l.culatln:. 'In cheeecD'nd·method. tbe.voltageoutput:
»~~:~;:::::::~\:.:::v~:,:~~:o:::,::;:~:f:7:::0:':':r~:f~ire~••.
/ ...., '," .' ". vi:~.~:-~Ol~~-f.r:~~n~~to~ve~t,er ~.a,G.~lld~~ ~~..~o;_~p~ r'ecoi~er._'::.ln.,.
> • ·d,:::c:::~::.:::,t::~,t::·;::,:o:d:2;:~:b'::'t::,'::tk
'>.> >~~~~~E:::::jt~:~:~~:~:E::f::~~';:~:if:::~~2:~ >
.·~~.,b~i .~'r~8·~-: '\'Th~, re~~f1-O~' 1I1.8,n~1 ,'l~--\h~i:ef~~~ r~p~~~en.te'~ ,~y-._~
hi~tO&ie:.,~lth • ~eaolut~~,~':C!f. ;li64,th,.,ot 'L~1l8~ai~•. :ro·1iDprove,:t~ /.' ....
Il~eu~~~ bf', the: ~aii:~b~'~~:",~e' d8~a :.,;~ :~~~~~, ~.·~ti~n;' t~e'~~i:~J~~ .":.:
. :'O<I~~~.-·"o~:,~e~~~~rs.',··" ~;8.·~~ ~1'~t,"~;1n~,:~~ "th.~ ~~~~e~. ~~~':~~
i:slu!D·to'·b~ the' s.m· ~f .tbe.~~t.n~.· ot ,the :f1rn teo' r.ghli:.r~'.~·~-'Ih •
.;e·~~~~·.;;!~~.,~~ '\th~, 8~\'~" th~'c~t~~t. ,~t·~~~:tB '~~::tc::~~~':~~;
":·~s,o.'~n·.:'.~~.~,~,~~,·:~e~';'~e~e ~~ '.I~~n~ .~~..•,:~r~~~',of"·j~! '~o:'~."~~~~
h.~( ~v~8.:.th.~.7rs~e.~f4al·r~~_ ~~P~,1~ ,aI?,d..~~e p~e,~d~.e,:1:'. ~'~.~ni~~~"".:
..rz:!z:~,:·::,:f.·~:·~:i1::.~··e::;e:':'!::::~o.w1~.
. ;,:'
:,i:~~,~od~ei~,8. e,zTors ,'a~~' ,~_ ~~~n~~t~on ·~.f:"t~.'~a:".~ ~eyei; ',:,tbe '.aio~'th~~·
',~~~~,~,:'~~ •. ,'d~v:(ded.1~t~::~:,;~.q~ :p.~:tI. ~~ J=lp.~~~~~~..~~'\~U~~~ei~';'
,~:calc~.at1,~n. ' >:.~:.-,->~,~_, .,:' )1'
'-",":<' :" .. :'::".1"." . ,.'."., "





~SD uSing either Illethod of calc,;,,1atiOll, between .5 and "10 decays
were ca1cll1ated fp,r eacb' Bo1uti=, with the, standard ,dev1at'1o~'bei~g
I ',"
typically one ~to two eei'cent. 7he acatter..of r:au1ts 'frol;, ,diffei:ent ~




In the pTelll!nt voTk the pH vas -geneTaliy J.n, the TanIa ';'heZ:1!l the
flrat dillsoe~"tiOD. giveD by Eq.ua~:I.(lD (2.6) VaG of l!d1lll'! 1mpor:~ance-.
Accord'1n.gly·:t:he·10~1~At1'oD constant given ,in f:quation '(2.7)' w8.S;_a81,1re4
. . - ,
as .' fUQ~tlon- ~'~ 'IBB~;J . ~or..ea~h ~f the,.salts.
" .' '-. ~
ih~_~)c _ ':~ +'{~e:_1)2C2 + 2XU.C·C1t"")·-t'ttii},· .(2.13)
• J
SiDe!} 1.8'. function of itA!' the l.at,ter can be,e.val.uat.ed.
2. ,~
In the exp~r1~tu. method used,here" '. lJoiut~ion ·ot',ttw. r,lqulroid
aid.ne eODeeDt:au~'-:-v~ Pi"ep.~d"ill. a '50' .~•..:-Wl~tr1.i::"'~1:,~k: W1,tb
(,:,0:97..,' _,n(ia. so1~U:oi1"~~ 't~,"'[~~~d:,~ •.a.' ~~~ _cell whi,cb-v'aa~pi~ced




. p.:ur vaa ca1eul:at~d .trolll Equat10M (2 .12) ~d (2 .l.~) usin* a, V~g 710B
p~i:)&lIIIsble eaJ.eu.1a~or•• Tabie 2.1 ahow. t.n'ical reaulta obtained for
a 95% dll!iuterated aolution of liu~..iue. vith hbtallliue conceutratioD. of •
-' !. iJ]
·~~~4~&Eil*~E1;.
'. :.?'.-. -,,~: . "',<, :,:~::<:,.,. , '. ,>".~ ... ~" .... f ." :";-.~.
~".,..::',"';'" '-.'. '. ",'. • 'J', .'::;.'": :/ ';.".
';- " ....., .. ";"?',:.;" ,'.','
~ - ,;?~ ··:·<'/:i~,;;~V;.::,>···" _. . ~" .
i!("-';'rifJ'"
·.i,_..~'···.""":'· '.'J .; '",'" 'y '""
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.pKAl - PK.u: ~·11: ~.'.. (2.1Q)
I . ..
~ell:tupol.tinl to-l:nf1n1te. d1.1uti.on. In Equ.t1~ (.2~14). 1.~ ·th~
'l~1c lIt:r"nsth An.d A 1. a constant determ.ned·in ,the cux:ve'
'.\"
(11) FOr .pH ~ 2' ~:.. ,-
indiv1i;lu.~ 8~luti~n8 of 'the 'r~q'loired' amine concel1t;:~1o.:,j,:;~·
::~:::::::?~::h::a;::;;::~:;:,::~:~:'::::l~EE::'
, Th~ fOl1ovi~~.da,~.t.~eY ..e~~·~,t11ied:·~1~ the'~~ .rj·o~udon~;~d ~,!r~<.
~toI,.of ll~l'P·:were,,~~:~,
, _. M.~~.~~c"~a~·pru~.~· :~.~r:"~n~~ ..tT~R.t~~~~:~~r.r~;\.~~~'~.~~
~~~~~~~~~!'
the. iODiitUdiDal.re1a'Ut1~ t1Jli, ~i' the 'ac~.u,U:.olutl~I1"'''~'''Obt,ai~•.i',b;;'·.
~'~~~1~8~t~:~i~~;~~~;t~~. ~~ ~e~pver;.'Q~.t~e;,~~~~~i.ed':··~a~~~~ori
~lPa1': '" ,.... ~' --~' . , .. '.,'\
. ".a .•pell~~;:~~:J:;J:::t:d,ii't:!,"·;::. ::~~::7~· .•·
<:;,:~::;::::::~<::::r.,::":;t::,:~;l:;t·::ta::~::;:::. '.rij
"ii,~~~~~~~~~~~i ;
.." :\:<" ,":". '..; "'-"';'l'~"" ':~..;--"""; --.~:)-: '~'.,'., ',' 'IF-
, . ',','•...:':::: ..,; :.: ,"':/ .. ;,.,,;,.., .:' ·\!i.,: ..••• "'-""~ '<~".',.:.:>~: ;~(~~:~~::_ ';,.~
''''',;' ' > "" .;.,~··.:~.··.:.~.;;,~.t..·.•.,·.:,~";,;~,:,,.•,.:.·.i'.,.'.' '(i ';'~)i? ..~~(.\ ',;:.~' £;~
,',;.::: ~ :' ;'i'·>:" , , .. <:.-,,~ _'-: ' ,~",;,:-.'" '. ':,"; .:,'; " .. ·.,.'·:i>,;· > !14
/,' :;.,.>,,i. /-::' ... ' ", ":.:~:.';Jj,',::,.:<';<'
:,>__..:~~ ....:;,"c..:~ ~c_~~;~.e-:2.:--CC~.· ··....·k
... titrtbc:;::az.&Z!lA
, .
;_tle~'e~atl0n' Of.'(!"NH/p) .f~r His.taill1ne
. . . . . .
l~' t~e~ ease ~f h1stam.na •. ~o contrlbuUouB to b~:w:_~~tiprese;n.t.•.
One c:ont~l~~t~DII :ari.ses' .frOm 'the;' .~~cbange ?f 'aau:no' p~,Q.t~ri~ ~~"d th~' 'oth~r
:~j':r::O:ml::' ::::::o~:,:~:~:;:;:h:/:!.::::~:r:i:::. ~::;'~~...
'.:~:~da~Ole protons ,wh1~h CIUl 'exc~ge.·it ~ol1~B, th~i: 'the -protOD ftilft:i.~
·'I1fU'l_dlff~r··:I.n:tlie6,~·caaes:: " ; .:'
3I'H~-+'-]' ""~,
To f"~1l1.i:at;',thet"ep.~ai:ed.'ealeuia~l~abovf!.pB :: 2,:'. regrealli~·,·
. . '. . . ". .; .
analyll1a'''.u"u.aed to, fi't ·th.'· '(4.w!t::) data. to a ,eune' of :the fO~..
;'- '..&. ,. , " ,
:a:~e~~a1D~d ~ "~~e' intioductlon.ian~:.~~d .t~~de:~~~~"~~~' ra~~-i.:·,i~
, sbDWll.in:"·tM,i ,:esults sect.1on.lI' .Rate, .. lIIeaBUrea.eIl"tB fQ~··.9S%- d~ute~a.fed
B~l~t~onB viiI tDUta1~ • 111Ilall eontributi~·~fro· .. theS% ,of -th~~,~ isotope.
~~.·pr~8~t,wont f~ll~ th"e PJ:8~,~~~ ~f _R~~.~th~:L~~d Grlll\wa1~ (42J: in
neglec:t1111 :thi8,cOO:trlbl;ltion.
In', ~he ;initlal stages of\.bt hi.8ta~ne 'dats an~"'1~'.'"Ch~t"l!f~t"e.·
n,vas 'not.:pollS;bl.e" t~' cal~.uiilte 'va1~~ ,·-for~..-<~mi/}l),::.' ..;e~~iD~j".v·al~~
.'., :~. (::::::;~::·or::-::-:::~n::P:::::::'~·,:·:~:;:~~~f~:~~o




. . " \ •. 42
.... \ 'I'~(t.~/C;.•;CO c1X +.~ __.X2 .+' ••. ~here·..~ :ep:~~'seDts the 'PH an~·t:he~.
'. ,,' ,value~ '~e;r the -ilttina 'COIllJt:81;a:~ na ·Utt1.ns vis do~e .1~ amaJ.l
'.' I . \"'" ..-.---'-... ·--1
8e~~tIJ .Ind .geDe_~~l~Y' it~ 1Iot. necessary; to' ur: equa.t:LOIls· higher th~
dtlrd'O~·deY.,:-.Dat,a poilltfl: coUld be select~d"at .1nt~t:va11J of 0.2. ot a pH
unit Bnd this gT~~l/Bllllpl.1fied'~'lCu1lit:1O~'on/.tb~·Wting· 720R. "Th~
:. "'. .. -n-: ,. ',-
f1na~ _rat~_ i_~-_r~.~.~oqlare:d'W~th. th~.: ~t:~g1:~a1l~at.a,Pt?i.ti~B-'
·Th.....ri...'"U~l~'. Con;'~'Buff,"."nt ... ~ .,,, ..,- ....
,"' For t~e.Be. experimenta, Ii stoc.k solution of "high h.lstamine.ooll-
~£i:f:I:i~El~~S::2:'.
. P~. the; 1:i~oadeuill,g ~~e, to .e",c,h:"-nge -of iTJIf..,da#le p~tOJUll vlI:~. oma1.1 ~,d, ."
:e~u.id.', therefore, be Cal~uiat~l:\·.fr_ilie :pr~vioWlly deterlllbed' ·ra.te:law
~~d ·~~b~ra~~.~. ,from' ~e.,'me~.~nd~.· ;~nt,ri~~.r1~n~ to. ~:'~~~.::t~e..l~o.·.
e~.n:ge wa~e II1so aubtrsctedsnd,' the relD4ining portions ,0f.1I were ~ed:
~:l;::':::::=~;~.;::':f,:~~d~:i,:,no;ro~~~.~1_ .
'" , , ~ .17 "-,EXper~ntlf .t!:afng SOlutiDJ.lB .En.r1clte.d, in SO '.
~"". ,~ese ~~rl~~t8 :we}e'pe·rto.~d-bY_ 'the '~Ull,~'b~i~~ rat.io ..'.. '
. '," '. ..' .' 17'· '. '.' ".. "
p~ce~_ur~•.!W~n8 80.1Ut10~S ~ith about '1%. SO. To \obt.a~n: the', ~ontri~ut.ion
. to lI', '~r~ the 1~0 exclall8e;' it ~,aB ll:c:eaaaiy to a~bt";.i~t the, ~trib~ti~US
., '.. 'J' .... , "." "', ... : ',. ,":,., .. ;',' ;.
,to',lI·;vh~c:h..w~re .ea.U8e~.b)' bl1da~ole prot~ ~~hauge,· }" ,~~,.~no pr~t01l ";.
eJlChaDae~ Since the rata law._ were cDlllplex, this. rraJ. of NB.,.xehansa










.~e~~~. ~ ra~' aE."b~Q8 ~,-l~~'b:~id oM ·:·~O _:r~.~~~.~U(:~.·~~ P~19) .
c:.ri be.\~~~~.d.'fr~ ..:-.~.;:: ..- '.-' '';, '. ':', \'...
i . ,;' ,(~~." ~!w~dJ~J.;·:-,[~]oa.; 'y
.. ·;:;'t'l:~~,::~'1Z4'ti:~~~·;)ri,"~:,
. 'aC ~'~~.i~~~~~,,~ii~) .;... ,:.': • '~,;.~ S~~:i:~'::,' .
'Ii
.. ~1~~J"~~~~*8~~=
., ,,' ,;,~',~~~~;.:~,.~I~~l~+;S~'.?,,!,:>;,.·:>>:::, r
;,'. "<"'" ..... 't.',..•.•
'- . . f,:, " ·~(~.19t·_l>.
. ::';'" ,:.»;.,:...\...,.' ..:.:..•.....'...:.......•..,'.., '.'..' :..•...."..:.,..... " ~i'.,5"<::~ ~~.. 'l~:'~~~u~~-:ii~~~~l~~':';, ',':..:';:'.:< ~:::;'~~:;' .
'. ::; ,".
. \:-b>~t
...; :.~ ;. ,>.', "".-~\'
i~~;~:~~' ,;'~""'.';' ; \
.~~




. vh1.cll'-,_.~, .O,.'~~.,aD.~'.;~~,~~:it N~'~.:'.-~~~~~.~~~;.•~~~~-f.t.i,DllOvs 'tha~.'
~lll', b'e' ,~~~ .t~~,o~hout. t1le.·pr~~'ilt, work. ,,-,c-·
~\ ~'
:'-~".' He~Ur~~l~.'~;;~~~~~,~.::.~~.t~, d.~~llt:.;'~ier..J.1D~~,~ccurrfld 1~
~~~u.':~"~·lC_h':~~e,',~;6~·.~' ~.~" ~~' (ati]':vlt~ ~~ ,co~~~~,~~tloD~ :~f':'::'
t~:b~~3~iO:;.~::7-"t,r:.'::;~:;:'~::,~·::7:~:::.:·::.,~ ..
J.YJ. 'lJlfl JUl' field VIt 330 r&d•• sec.- :for both series gf)daea. SiDce
.~~~l~!~]~f;~-;(
vbe,ra::Il, - IDDbr1~y of .i.c1d.~"Por ~~8her ,acld',c.OI1cto·trauOQs .U/'ri ).:~'6;i.O~'.+"O:02.3'.(1I"':""4'J.i:.";'''' ',,;,,--- .;> .... '. ::~~' 1',
:; -~ ,. . >'.p,~;" .~~.~~~~'~~~ bl~~;~: ;~~4il::.:~~~Ut1~~· ~~~'~" '8i;U~~~':;
::;~;:lt::V~~ ~ban:fo~~~ec.a•.i1iy':to' ~~~#~ for,!!ait '~tf~'~> S·:i.D~.'·~;
"":';'.':.':;:';.:,' "'./.. I. .. ' ...: '·,r.. :\. ," .. ;:'~\{,:',,:_ :/;",;, ".:',,:, ,'.
::.,:',(,:'"."~' ":'~'/' .':!," " ';-'~/i' ;,\~:::'.:'1" ::".... ,; ,:,,:,~.::., ,.,;?:>:.:~":::,,:_,,,.
:,",': "',-, '.:'".>",):,,,: '.•. '. -,... ,"'. ,:/-.]:,:'~,t;',





















51 --'- - ~t:;;
~.us-uble 8+ fllllc:til)G " .. not ~vd.llble. data ~:r. a.-tt:-~~ 80
ac:l.dity tunc.ti.~n l1uiH b~ p~~ ~{1Da1 [~5) vu ~4: -i;h~\ f¥attlOD'
~_ tboURlJ..t. to b••ld.t.\b"'1.e :Ia~ 1UUAc' .iJle••. piot·of.~ reciproc:&l.
of. dr.e ap:ed.fic nt."'l'enus 1l (\Obert!! R - - 101 b·),e1ion.d· no ~.uudc.
• . . ~ _ 0 . 0 -,. • 0 ~..." .
"1.
_, ,; ~7~;r::;~:~·::~~-..1 ~::~r::'_:~;1t.:·- '"
~";:. ~~o. ~~i ~ff~t.," ~ and. ·~"1:.~~r~ pr~~~"zdl~"/".t,to~~~:~
'.;;' '_'. ··-.~quado~-O.l).·O'.;o·a.itdo.j·i. pr"ea_.,. ..~ .::~, .'
.~;,-, ;;; ,'. .,}~~-~.;;i~~:-fct~~>!mt;:~3~~." .' '. ___(;"l.
' ..,>',,;: '.;~\:\.;: .. ." ~~..::,~,;;:.y+-.~ .... ~.::.;..:.\'
.:'\':::: '.":c{. :~~~:~'.'J.::~~'.\:"'kg'.-~~~~,:~'~';""'~ \:?':-~~_i\~).~.·.::,:,,:::,:,:
~<i!l!c~~'~~{!·i!~~~~I~;g;~t~i~~1· .....




















. ,.,'," , .
and.3.8 are' plotted in: Figure 3.5. Th. d:l8erepacy where the'two .erics
of '4ate over~p, ill ab?;-'t, 3;t"': of, the lIIU~ur,ed ';~ue in: eaeh f:igure' and
thi. 'w~,..-corsi~red',.tG'be(withiD.the'l,~l,ts· of e~e~tal e:r,r,oi •
• ,TbJbr~den1n8s .below, abOut p82. . (:.,e. be1oloJ 80 : 2.), shqwed !'I-0'
l!Ii.glltnean.t difference between the'bl~ concentrat:iOQ: sedell aDd e~han8e
,I,
.,' ',. ' "
. ,in this ~eg1on tia'a din-et,ore j~dged to b~ predOlllinantly.J:1rst or~el;"' ~
'" ': md.~e;:' 1i'~r ~~r aC:id'C~"e~trat:iona:. howeve:~. th!l-' r~te8 atUgher"...
" .. f ",\",' ,,' ..
PiPe~~dne .coneent,~IIt1on b~:.' ap~~ec~.blY fa\~~r tllap .~be, r8te~ a~ .
thC/-, 10W'~.r·'Pi,p:era~iDe c_onc~trat..1or. '1t '\88 thanf.ore ~~~uced._~t
'ucond Ilrdei processaa w'ere p~t :in,tbis regioll.of'ac:i4ity.
" '. ," " \.,' I.' ,
. Caleu18ti~J ,of 'Rates' and D8t1!ftu.1l8tion of
",,~,
. '. , ~-. ~
Rat:e~vet:e calCUla,tfld fro.' the brJ;'ad.en.tI8B 1n the Ueue(1 W8y.,'
·"·'The' eh~ca:l Bhift ,~8B~'~atB~~e;r~ 2290' r~~B. ~~c~-~' h:orT'acted ,to ~~ /,
8e1d'·eOncena:atJ.~)·"fro. ,the·~uai bio8~e:n~g.· 'L:1.ii,i widt:bB in;'the
i1bseJi:e ~f b:ebange. were 'de~~i-m:1~,d by ~1~· different, ·concen'tr~t~on8
< ~f ,hY.~~OChlO;.iC: ~e~d ,_8 be~ore. '. ~e.8ame H~ fun~t:i~ .s!. ~,ed ll~v.ioUlliY , "
vaB fOun4.,to·~~ ,lla,t1ef_~t~~.,' ,~e.'8_e ,~t~~c!.B Of.iNN ~4 T~~;'- __ " .~~f".:,.:""~<hY1P;P~<O'''~~''~'~<d<Ud tb.t.~" ..... ,'" ",
.y.:~".
"r. , ' .' ", ''',''Tva lIenes o£ mellSur.ements were ..de across the full, range pf
~., acid concentrati;ra~:fci~ ~,~Ch: ~ealiu~~ble,bro':d~g,of~·~e..w~t~~, 'line ,
occurred. Tables ':305 '~!l,.3;6,.hOW' ~u1t. for ,polutiOllB.~i~ ver,lJ' .lIbo~'t:' .'
0.,03H in piperadne ~d_,Ta~les 3." lind 3.8 show realilts ftir solut:iona,
vhich vere about-O.OSH, in' p~1;'e'l:lIdne'. Valuu, ~f '(~!P) ,f~,.T8ble8: :.,
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. B~ [Hel] h. (l/Tl~) (IJ/p) lO4[(B·C]
2-,010 .O;.OOg?~ '0.00976 '1~662 721 0;3887
1.793 O.(U613 0.01611 1.657 . '719 0.3877
1.599 0.02506 Q.:02S1J 1.663 722, 0.3906
"
1.391 a.040U 0.04062 1.668
;
727 .O·~39.53: : ..
1.19.i -0.06263 O~O6429 1;636 70' 0.J819 ..
1.027 0.09010 '0.09388 1,661 7~1 .. -0.. 3949 I,·
'1 0 :,,496 • 0;2793 0.3190 l~ 788 790 0.4667 :: I
. O,~192 .. 0.5OS3 0.6418 1.966
..
B83 0.S89S
0.006 0.70l4 0.9862 2"126 ... 0.7595
.;;'0.229 1.0463 L6!110 2'.207 , 1004
,
l.i64
'-0.432 1.421.1: 2.7068. 2.1ll. '49 1.482 ...
-0.59) 1.7786 3.9231 1:891 SO, ,2.348
-0.799 2.3005 ~.307.2 1.562 639 3~O30'-
-i.io6 . 3.'4488 16.. i032 O~~39' • 287 ~ 7.483 I,
':'1:404 4.0061", 25.3778 O.7S~ 178' 13.23
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'!'be ltat~ tav.for: ...etioo.ll Whieh are Pint
Order iD Aa1ne .
, ., .., '. . '. . .,'
.M J.n the ,~.. of H,H"- daethylpipendM the acid rep,:eaa~Q
~,. tb.. Unt ord.~r r:t.i! va.' a ..iD t~ h~ae to' 'lie. ouplaiDed. by. ~t .
.{f~~U aloae'. Co~~qtieo~l" ~he ~chall1~ ,for prot~1n,~\v.. co~
ddere.~ to be.a1v~ by·&quat1.one (3.• 1"). (3.• Z).,aucl: Q:3),V1.t.h the. rate
, ~~. ue:bao8e"iiV~Q b":flqU.~i~Q U.4) o'
--"'-'-': .......-.' ('.0)'
-,-.-'~·~~::::~;I::::::·:;"v.i; .. (l/~;).~r~ ifO~ 'b"'~"·
of the :dat" ~0VIl. ba tablell 3.6 aDd 3 ..8.' .:Iotb plot. _re curved eVeo··
fr.j.·~'~l~~~ rata~ ~~ ~~ej' :leY~led. .Off {rCllll 'l/t1~: : zo'-.: '~b" 1
. -,. ~i~ted t.~t. ~ va~ pOt. ~eallaible 'c~re~ vith '-_boo 'To de.tend-
;,.: .plo, Of[i;2·l~mo. ~O ..:~:".io, ~....;. ..•;....;.;
f~:to "'~r ~,~ ea:~e.:.'",}'~re.~.6 Il}lowa ~rt. of ~~-~lot
_'0< ;b;::2~_::~~~.: :,:,l~:;:~:':::'~:.:~ .;:;.~,
',. ... -~~' ~t~·f~~~ ~~ ... (;:~s £ O·.~~).X:ltr.~.·.~'~
. s1zie~ EM ..' 'Z',49 x 10-6 DOi.e:~ i-1 ~ ~~b cue.•. ' ..










. ~ auI;J.uierce~~ ~. (1.i9 r ~~~9)·.·r 10-5. HC. '). . or .
.. anll .ioee I:.u~:- 2:~6:2; 10~.~h.:.~·.-1 ¥tel..... ;~ "
' ~ .. (0.'91 :t 0.03) It 10~ ••~.-~'. • , ••
.all It: ~ '(3.11~ 0.29) "][ 10· ••c.:1 ~ •
. '. 1'D obta.1q..Ta ~ra 8Ccloluta .&lUII for It. tb _.a of ~1 the ..'~ .
. .·.~c~ic.,~..t:e~-;'!dch _~ OD ,~•. ~b.~uJo~'&;11 f~ur .1ii1~. oi-,-e~n-J~ ;, .--'








" Va1u~iOf .pKIJ.· -(- ~ log KAi) we~, deternlncd, ~t, d1ff~e.nt:.:i,~rde
·~t~:~~8.th8. ~Dd ~'h':" r+.tdt6·/0~ .~~,~•.d ~~' ,Table 4.1, ~~ ,pi(J~~~d ~~.
.... ·~::~::;:,;r::jh~~::~12::':~J:~::6~~:.r:~:~:··
:::::a::;:~f~:~:~~~:{~::,:::;:~:::::;:::'::::::L
Its expecte,d: fcOIII "the Debye.,HUt;.kel· -l1mitiuS 1."'l7fthe--po1Il.ts at higher ",
.:~nc~~t;at·f.~':-'~~.' ~~t ~~,~:'on ;,~e;·~~~~'·~~'f~d:b./,~~~{~~;:(2::i~)~:~:,
'. :::;·::~·:;~::~:~:;Zl:::;:f~;¢~:;;:=:;~·E;:;:l;;~~.~~-~"
polatS.DI,'~O- z.ero ionic' .run8tb.' . IlI"so- ease,,,. d:lllpl1f1ad:.'equati.oD .
'.) :.J.~)~..,;,;;2;;:~S;t~\,kir;~;~~;~,~~if:0·i;,<f{,<,:'),;;,:(.;:' :~ ..:' ,:'... ,'\.. ;C:.:., .:•.1 ~.:
~':'
...
".,-.. ~'""~-~~,-: ".. " .' ,'"
.'~~~~~-&:-~!Gm~===~
.k; ~.- (3:17. ~- 0.(5)·x 104 sec::-l
.k._a • ·.(1~07:t O~.03).x~OlO sec.':' l~ .. ' tl.03 :t.,O.06)·X {OlO"'sec.""l..





~. The value; o( 1I':a sppeared \0 s~ ~ l!igttIficantl 7~;':88e'as th1'
fOnic stre~8th.4ecreased.'Suclia change' in k with ioni;'; strength
...__ .. :' '.. '. '.,; ,a. "
. (~ec~.r.~in8. to' ml.. ~eq~u:on. a:(;:~ar \' ·3:?)· has ~een .found for ~rlue~hY.l-
~ ~ ::~i:~r::'::~;:::d~.:::J~.:::f&~~~'~t:.::::~::~::::e::;ktta, ..
wUl a~ply at '12ero iOD:l,~·.8U:~8~'
. . ,
ccin:".id~.:~tion' ~f: 'lite ~ V.i~B
, :.,' ':S1~~)~i!:~ P~o~~~..~Ons~iit~' o~'-a' w~.a6~~c~e, ~tlP,a.ttl~8~,~rotn'·
th8·,r~act1~8 "species. '1t; 1lI1~·t. b~· t.~ou~t'· that, a mo,r.e booic· species '~oUld
"~"'!J.:~~ a~.~Od~~'e";~~~~, a ~lowe;' ~:. ~m.leve;!': 1~ ~e':Pt~E!n,t'w~r1t, Pl,~ra~~
. 1&: mare b~ic th,an' 'N,;!'#-d.illl",t.!:aylpiperadtie, but' '~everthele;aa"18 aB~oc1~t~d
,..wttp~.a ~l!Iter:.~; ,::Thia'reliult suppor~ ~e'.rgwDeo~ ,f>f Ralph and Gr~ald:
._ '.~h~t b~!c1.~:':~'" 111:"ti~ '(Hany!, 8~f~C~'\O~:,~~-[35l-;": Accordlt.t8 t.o·~e8e
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TABLE 4.6
95% DEUTERATED SOLUTIONS 5.95 X 10-2 M. IN HISTAMINE
WITH RF FIELD AT 632 RADS. SECl
pH ,/T
,p 1/T, (!:J/c)e
6.200 .800 .095 .570 9.6
5.953 1.030 .097 .839 14.1
5.707 1.463 .098 1.310 22.0
5.473 1.949 .099 1.817 30.6
5.214 2.556 .101 2.436 40.9
4.989 3.020 .102 2.907 48.9
4.796 3.162 .103 3.052 51.3
4.576 3.260 .104 3.152 53.0
4.333 3.096 .105 2.990 50.3
4.134 2.948 .107 2.841 47.8
3.891 2.640 .108 2.532 42.6
3.691 2.469 .109 2.360 39.7
3.418 2.259 .111 2.148 36.2
3.186 2.208 .112 2.096 35.2
2.967 2.105 .113 1.992 33.5
2.736 2.027 .114 1.913 32.2
2.492 2.053 .116 1.937 32.6
2.202 2.065 .117 1.948 32.7
1.818 2.039 .122 1.917 32.2
L808 2.002 .119 1.883 31. 7
1.307 1.977 .126 l.851 31.1
1.102 1.935 .128 1.807 30.4
0.839 1.854 .130 1. 724 29.0
0.599 1. 785 .132 1.653 27.8
0.370 1.608 .134 1.474 24.8
0.127 1.461 .136 1.325 22.3
- .064 1.118 .137 .981 16.5
- .242 0.867 .139 .728 12.2
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TABLE 4.6 (CONTINUED)
pH I/TIp IITl (tJ.!c)e
- .401 0.572 .140 .432 7.27
- .596 0.273 .142 .131 2.19
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higher. tHigh RP (l/T1p) measurements for histamine solutions at 0.03 M.
0.06 M. 0.27 H are listed in Tables 4.7 to 4.9. The high RF measurements
showed considerably greater scatter than the low RF measurements and the
uncertainties are estimated to be about 2 or 3 (A/c) units.
It can be seen that the two components are not separated in any
of this data, hut a shoulder does appear at the right hand side of the
0.27 H curve (Fig. 4.7). Inspect:ion of the curves in Figs. 4.4 to 4.7
will also show that (lJ./c)max decreases systematically from about 62 to
46 units as the concentration increases. Since a single broadening
component would show no change in (lI!c)max with concentration, there
seems to be little doubt that more than one component is present. To
assist in the separation of the two components. a plot showing the %
reduction in (Me) as the RF field increased is shown in Pig. 4.9. Data
used for this plot is taken from Tables 4.5 and 4.9 and. for reasons
given in the introduction. a maximum in (Mc) difference is expected to
occur in the lifetime broadening region of each component. If only one
cOlllponent were present. the maximum of the difference plot would there-
fore appear towards the left hand side of the single component. Since
there are two maxima in the difference plot. it follows that the exchange
broadening cannot be a single component resulting from proton exchange
between a single average NH resonance and the water resonance.
Parameters ReQuired for the Kinetic Analysis
For each of the two t:ypes of NH bond being broken. three
t For similar reasons there will also be high uncertainties at:
the extremes of pH in the series at other concentrations.
TABLE 4.7
2.98 X 10-2 M.HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS WITH RF FIELD AT 2513 RADS. SEC~l
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pH 1/T1p 11T1 • (tJ.!c)e
5.586 0.600 0.307 0.251 8.4
4.682 1.220 0.365 0.849 28.5
4.410 1.526 0.365 1.161 39.0
4.344 1.442 0.320 1.122 37.7
4.119 1.542 0.365 1.177 39.5
3.927 1.482 0.365 1.117 37.5
3.863 1.450 0.320 1.130 37.9
3.725 1.483 0.365 1.118 37.5
3.424 1.537 0.320 1.217 40.8
2.970 1.577 0.320 1.257 42.2
2.404 1.552 0.320 1.232 41.4
TABLE 4.8
5.90 X 10-2 M. HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS WITH RF FIELD AT 2513 RADS. SEC-.1
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pH 11T1p 11T1 • (tJ.!c)e
5.809 0.613 0.392 0.150 2.54
5.468 0.714 0.392 0.289 4.90
5.113 L070 0.392 0.663 11.24
4.764 1.420 0.392 1.021 17.3
4.384 2.131 0.392 1. 739 29.5
3.985 2.498 0.392 2.106 35.7
3.562 2.844 0.392 2.452 41.6
3.140 2.871 0.392 2.479 42.0
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TABLE 4.9
2.70 X 10-1 M.HISTAHINE SOLUTIONS WITH RF FIELD AI 2819 RADS. SEC~l
pH l/T1p l/T1 "
(tJ.!c)e PercenttReduction
5.603 1.193 0.350 0.815 3.03
5.154 1.396 0.350 1.030 3.83
4.853 2.358 0.350 2.000 7.44
4.562 4.074 0.350 3.721 13.9 2.1
4.334 5.807 0.350 5.457 20.3 16.5
4.038 6.183 0.350 5.833 21.7 36.2
3.855 6.965 0.350 6.615 24.6 32.1
3.647 7.851 0.350 7.501 27.9 25.1
3.234 8.842 0.350 8.492 31.5 25.7
2.960 9.326 0.350 8.976 33.3 26.7
I 2.637 9.698 0.350 9.348 34.8 23.42.293 8.952 0.350 8.602 32.0 25.6
1.979 8.319 0.342 7.977 29.5 27.7
1.882 8.187 0.350 7.837 29.2 24.2
1.637 8.560 0.342 8.218 30.4 20.0
1.493 8.084 0.350 7.734 28.8 22.4
1.346 8.276 0.342 7.934 29.3 20.0
1.093 8.064 0.342 7.722 28.6 23.1
0.668 8.179 0.347 7.832 28.9 22.3
0.289 7.921 0.361 7.560 28.0 23.3
0.069 7.985 0.371 7.614 28.2 21. 7
-0.154 6.664 0.382 6.282 23.2 27.5
-0.350 5.190 0.394 4.796 17.8 25.5
-0.560 3.066 0.408 2.658 9.8 14.8
-0.588 2.742 0.411 2.331 8.6 15.7
-0.680 1.920 0.421 1.499 5.5 12.7
-0.735 1.211 0.435 0.776 2.9
t This column shows the percent reduction in (Me) due to measure-
!Dents being made with the high RF field compared with thllow RF field used
for the data in Table 4.5. lalere no corresponding data point is listed in
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Figure 4.9 Percent.. reduction 1n (lJ.!c) e 'due to increased RF field
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parameters are needed to convert the experiJDental exchange broadening
to the rate of proton exchange. These are: (1) the NH to HOH chemical
shift (6). (ii) the longitudinal relaxation time of the 14N nucleus
<r:;14). and (iii) the N-H coupling constant (JNH)·
en The Chemical Shift Values
As explained earlier the rate calculations are very sensitive
to c5 in the region of maximum broadening and in the region of exchange
narrowing. Estimates are therefore inadequate and attempts to obtain
more accurate values are explained later.
(11) Longitudinal Relaxation Time for 14N
The rate calculations are insensitl1/e to this value throughout
the full broadening region. Accordingly an estimate of ~ - 0.005 sees.
was considered adequate for bot.h NH sites. For the 8llIIDOnium protons
this estimate is based on data for methylallllllOoiUDI chloride (7l). For
the 1midazolium protons the estimate is based on data for im.1dazolium
chloride (44).
(11i) The N-H Coupling Constants
Since the coupling cons tan t is considerably smaller than the
chemical shift for both NH sites. it follows that t.he rates are much less
dependant on the coupling constants than on the chemical shifts. Grunwald
and Price (33) have noted that J is quite insensitive to change of
solvent and to alkyl substitution on nitrogen, and a value of J • 327
rads. sec.-l has accordingly been used for the allllDOnium protons.
Similarly a value of J • ~52 rads. sec. -1 (the NH coupling constant for
95
imidazol1um chloride found by Ralph and Grunwald [44)) was considered
adequate for the imidazolium protons.
Chemical Shifts by Slow Sweep
To analyze the data, it was necessary to know the chemical shifts
of both types of NH proton with reference to the water line. Due to the
overlap it was not possible to obt~in these shifts from the broadening
measurements. It was therefore necessary to ohtain the values from slow
sweep spectra of acidic his tamine solutions in which the rates of exchange
were so slow that no appreciable exchange broadening occurred. Under these
conditions it was possible t.o obtain fairly precise values of the shifts
despite the broadenings caused by the electric quadrupole moments of the
nitrogen atoms. HC7Wever. considerable corrections had to be made due to
the shift of the water line in the strongly acidic solutions (see experi-
mental section).
To minimize errors. the corrections were made as small as possible
by using the highest pH solutions which did not cause significant exchange
broadening. Resonance I could be observed in approximately 0.1 M acid
(Fig. 4.10) whereas resonance II required about 6 M acid. The large
shift of the water line in 6 M acid causes a larger uncertainty in the
chemical shift of resonance II. Table 4.10 lists the mean results of
several measurements.
Ralph and Grunwald [44] found the NH shift in imidazolium ion at
9.00 ppm. while Heyer. Saika and Gutowsky (72) list ammonium resonances
of various alkylammonium ions between 3.1 ppm and 4.2 ppm. There is.
therefore. little doubt that resonance I should be assigned to the
histamine 3U1llonium resonance. and resonance II should be assigned to the
-Shift from water line (Hz)
Figure 4.10 Slow sweep spectrum of resonance attributed to protons in amine sites
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0.1 H 1830 ± 20
6.1 H 3755 ± 100
TABLE 4.11
1850:t 30 3.12± .09
4925 ± 200 8.32±.34
.326
.326
RESULTS OF OOUBLE IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS
[HCl)
lIT for NH 3+
v I [ BH22+ )(sec.-I)
0.50 5.5 ± 0.2 16.5 ± 0.6
0.10 8.6 ± 0.8 25.8 ± 2.4
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histamine imidazolium resonances.
Having made these assignments it is noted that the ammonium
resonance could be observed at a higher pH than could the imidazolium
resonance so that exchange of ammonium protons must have been slower than
exchange of lmidazolium protons as expected on the basis that the stronger
acid will exchange fast.er. Therefore the 3url..OO component will be at a
higher pH than the imidazole component in the(6!c)data. With the present
chemical shift assignments. the (Me) difference plot (Fig. 4.9) confirms
that t.his is the case.
Measurement of the First Order Component
of the Side Chain Exchange
Due to the greater basicity of the side chain amino group [67. 68L
it was expected that the acid dissociation and hence the pseudo first
order rate contribution at this site (when protonated) would be very small.
To check this reasoning, Dr. E. K. Ralph [73) conducted double irradiation
experiments as devised by Forsen and Hoffman [74]. His results are sho'W'Il
in Table 4.11 (the chemical shift for aumonium protons agreed with the
previous value).
It will be seen that fairly high acid concentrations were necessary
in these experiments, and as a result acid repression of the pseudo first
order rate may be present. At this point however it is not possible to
allow for acid repression, so as a first approximation the psuedo first







where jl and j2 are rate constants.
(4.3)
substitution of the data Frovides two simultaneous equations which can
be solved to give




j2 • (7.6 ± 2.6) x 106 Lmole.-1 sec-I.
Experiments in Which the Temperature
was Varied
Each of the data series at fixed histamine concentrations shows
a plateau in the pH region approximately 0.5 to 2. Since the ammonium
resonance showed no significant exchange broadening at pH = 1 (in the
slow sweep spectra) it ","auld appear that the broadening at the plateau
is due to exchange of imidazollum protons. t A series was therefore run
using a solut.ion from this plateau at various temperatures. This was
expected to show the temperature dependance of the imidazolium proton
tSince the largest:: reduction of (6/c) with increasing RF field
oCCurred at about pH 3 to 4. it follows that bhe lifetime broadening
region for side chain exchange was in this pH region. This is further
eVidence that the significant broadening due to ammonium proton exchange
occurs somewhat above pH - 1.
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exchange rate in this solution. with the maximum broadening depending on
the chemical shift o~ the imidazallum protons. Table 4.12 lists such
results for a solution which was 0.0595 M in histamine with a calculated
pH of 1.467 at 25°C. Assuming that all exchange broadening is due to
imidazolium proton exchange it was possible to calculate (hlp) values
and hence t.o det.ermine t.he imidazallum proton chemical shift. (6
r
). as
4790 rads sec.- 1 from (l1/p)max" Rates were then calculated in the usual
way.
Assuming the Arrhenius equation for the rate constant,
we can use calculated values of~ to substitute for k1 and henceIBH2 J
plot In (k1 ) against lIT (Fig. 4.11). A least squares fit to a straight
line gives
Activation energy (E.) • 9.2 ± 0.6 kcal. mole-1 and
In A - 24.7 ± 0.9
This experiment was repeated using a 95% deut.erated (Le. 95%
D20 and 5% H20) solution which was 0.0595 M. in histamine with a calcu-
lated pH of 1.94 at 25° (Table 4.13). Results obtained were
6
r
• 4795 rads. sec.-1
E
a
- 10.2:!: 0.7 kcal. mole-1
.
10 A • 25.7:!: 0.8
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TABLE 4.12
5.95 x 10-2 M.HISTA."IINE SOLUTIONS AT pH 1.467 Rim AT VARIOUS
TEMPERATURES WITH RF FIELD AT 632 RADS. SEC. -It
I/Tlp IITl • dip lo(kl) lOlIT
2.830 0.390 2.440 2261 8.863 3.415
2.885 0.353 2.532 2350 9.389 3.356
2.845 0.331 2.514 2333 9.351 3.300
2.723 0.301 2.422 2244 9.567 3.247
2.654 0.302 2.352 2178 9.510 3.247
2.126 0.287 1.839 1704 10.034 3.195
2.370 0.267 2.103 1949 9.864 3.177
1.927 0.251 1.676 1555 10.160 3.146
1.741 0.227 1.514 1401 10.295 3.101
1.560 0.200 1.360 1263 10.421 3.050
t The chemical shift (6
r




SOLUTION IN 95% DZO. 5.95 x 10-2 M.tN HISTAMINE AI pH 1.941
RUN AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES WIlli RF FIELD
AT 632 RADS. SEC.-It
1/T1p l/Tl • Mp In (k!) 10
3fT
1.514 0.104 1.410 1307 7.971 3.445
1.731 0.101 1.630 1511 8.151 3.386
1.998 0.096 1.902 1765 8.365 3.355
2.145 0.090 2.055 1903 8.483 3.300
2.521 0.087 2.434 2256 8.849 3.246
2.641 0.082 2.559 2372 9.175 3.195
2.396 0.069 2.327 2156 9.623 3.146
2.333 0.094tt 2.239 2074 9.710 3.101
2.112 0.133+t 1.979 1836 9.927 3.050
t The chemical shift (or) which fi tted this data was 4795 rads. sec-I.
ttValues of l/Tl at the two highest temperatures show an unexpected
increase. If the first seven points in this table are fitted to an
Arrhenius equation of the form In (l/TI ) - E/RT + in A and values of I/Tl
at the two highest temperatures obtained by extrapolation, only small
differences result. In this case E
a
* ., 10.3 ± 0.6 kcal. mo1e- 1 and
in A* ., 25.9 ± 0.9.
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Kinetic Analysis of the Data at Fixed Histami.ne
Concentrations above pH Approximately 1.0
Chemical Shift Used
The slow sweep value of 6
s
- 1850 1: 30 rads. sec.. -1 was used for
the side chain N-H to HOB chemical shift.. Two values were available for
the ring NH to HOH chemical shift (one from the slow sweep experiments
and one from the experiment in which the temperature was varied). The
meao of these values. viz. 6
r
·4860 rads. sec.-I. was used in the
folioving analysis with the maximum uncertainty estimated at 1: 150 rads.
-1
sec. •
Attempts to Fit the Data with Simple
~
The first calculations were carried out. using two rate laws each
consisting of a first order term and a second order term in histamine.
Viz. for exchange of imidazolium prot.ons.
(4.4)
and for exchange of alllDon:1um prot.ons
(4.5)
For exchange of ammonium protons. jl was fixed at 14.2 sec.-l as
determined by the double irradiation experiments. The value of k l was
set by the plateau of the (Ii/c) versus pH plot for each series of data.
The second order term (k2) of the rate law for imidazole exchange was
then fixed by subtracting the maximum broadening due to &CI1lIlODiulll exchange.
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and this in turn was fixed by the chemical shift of the ammonium protons.
Rates of imidazolium exchange (v
r
) were then calculated over the full
concentration range using Equation (4.4). Equations (1.21) and (1.17)
could then be used to calculate the theoretical contribution to the
broadening which vas caused by imidazolium exc.hange. Subtraction of
these imidazolium contributions from t.he total experimental exchange
broadenings provided the contributions to the broadenings which were
caused by 8111Donium exchange. The ammonium broadenings were used to
calculate atlllllOI11um exchange rates using Equations (1.17) and (1.21) and
the second order rate constant. of the ammonium rate law (ji) was obtained
by a linear least squares fit of these rates versus [BH+].
During the above numerical analysis, the chemical shifts were
allowed to move within their maximum estimated error limits in order to
obta:1n the best fits between calculated and experimental exchange
broadenings. In some cases. however. the minimum discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental (6/c) values could not be reduced below the
estimated error limits for extended pH ranges (see dotted plots in Figs.
4.U and 4.13). Also when the aUlllODium rates were plotted against [8H+].
considerable deviations from straight lines ,",ere obt.ained. With this
failure to obtain a satisfactory fit, it was considered necessary to
introduce a further first. order term into the theoretical rate laws.
More Complex Rat.e Laws
Since the ammonium rate law has a very small pseudo first order
component. it is not clear how any change in this law could cause a
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in the rate law for imidazolium exchange may very possibly shaw signifi-
cant "steps" for two different reasons. t (1) Ralph and Gnmwald [44]
found two parallel first order proton exchange processes in the:1r work
on i-.:idazole. They attributed one process to exchange following add
dissociation and the other process to exchange occurring In an ionized
state. (11) Previous work on amines with an ionic charge [35] has shown
twO parallel first order processes of proton exchange. These two
processes have been ascribed to exchange occurring in the trans and
gauche isomers respectively.
A parallel first order process due to either of these two
reasons would result in the same rate expression for the exchange of
imidazolium protons:
(4.6)
where is the new term defining the step in the first order
law which would be caused by a parallel first order process due to either
of the above reasons.
The &DDJ:)nium exchange will be governed by the previous simple law
(4.5)
t The word "step" in this discussion is used to indicate that the
first order term is pH dependent. See, for example. Equations (1.30) to
(1.37) in the introduction which shows one mechanism by which a pH
dependence can arise.
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Procedure for Fitting the Data Using the New
Rate Law for lmidazolium Proton Exchange
After various trials, the following procedure was found to be
the most successful method for obtaining a satisfactory fit with the
rate laws given by Equations (4.5) and (4.6).
(1) The chemical shifts were fixed at the previously determined
values, IS
r
- 4860 rads. sec.-1 and os'" 1850 rads. sec.-I.
(11) jl was fixed at 14.2 sec.-I.
(iii) k 1 was initially set by the plat.eau of the (Me) versus
pH plot.
(tv) ki was init.ially set at zero.
(v) k2 was selected so that the maximum broadening due to
ammonium exchange was in agreement with Os • 1850 rads. sec. -I,
(vi) j,2 was chosen to give the correct rate at the maximum
ammonium broadening.
(vii) The rate law for ammonium exchange was now used t.o calculate
broadenings «A!c) s values).
(viii) The (t./c) s values were subtracted from the experimental
(A!c)e values and the results used t.o calculat.e rat.es of imidazolium
exchange. When these rates were plotted as ordinate against [BH+]. a
straight line was obt.ained for points arising from pH ~ 4.4. and t.he
least squares gradient. of t.his line was used to set a new value for k2 .
Below pH : 4.4. the rates were found to fall off below the straight
line. and this falloff was interpreted as a step in the first order
component. Accordingly the rates below pH - 4.4 were treated by sub-
tracting k l and also subtracting the calculated second order rate. The











A plot of as ordinate against (8+] produced a
straight line graph which could be used to determine values for Iti
(ix) The values obtained for It!" ki. Q1 and k2 were oov used to
calculate theoretical {A/c)r broadenings due to imidazol1um exchange.
Small adjustments were ~de in k
1
in order to maintain good agreement
with the plateau of the experimental (!J./c)e curve-1.e. (tJ.!c)e.
(A!c)r + (A!c)s' Small adjustments were also made in k
2
in order to
keep the maximum. broadening due to 8t1lIllOnium exchange in agreement with
~s - 1850 uda. sec.-I.
(x) The (li!c)r calculated values were DOW subtracted from the
(Alc) e values and the residual broadenings used to calculate 8tl1Donium
exchange rates. A plot of these rates against[BH+] gave a straight
line. and a least squares fit of the data points in the exchange
narrowing region was used to determine a new value for j2 while jl
remained fixed at 14.2 sec.-I. The exchange narrowing region was used
to detennine j2 since (a) the side chain broadening was a larger fraction
of the total broadening tn this region, and (b) the ki term was still
only very approximately detel'1ll.1ned. and it strongly affected the
ammonium lifetime broadeb,1ng region. but only slightly affected the
113
exchange narrowing region.
(xi) The neW" ammonium rate law was now used as in step (vii)
and the whole process repeat.ed as many times as necessary in order t.o
obtain reproducible parameters across the full pH range under con-
sideratlon. Checks were then made to assure (a) t.hat t.he calculated
(Me) values agreed wit.h the original experimental data wit.hin the
limits of experimental error. and (b) that the rate law plots were
linear.
Results from the Above Fitting Procedure
The above method was used to obtain rate constants from each of
the five series of measurements made at low RF fields and the constants
are listed in Table 4.14. The fitted data in Table 4.15 is used to
demonstrate the determination of the rate law5. After several calcu-
lation .cycles as described above. the parameters for the imidazole rate
law were set at the following values.
or ., 4850 rads. sec.-l
k1 - 6120 sec.-
l
ki - 8885 sec.-l
Ql - 4810
7 -1-13.01 x 10 I.mole. sec. •
Equation (4.6) was used to calculate the specific imidazole exchange rate
r~] at intervals of 0.2 pH units. By use of Equation (1.21)
l lBH2 )
~ollowed by Equation' (l.17) and (1.16). corresponding exchange broadenings.
(ll!c)r. could be calculated. The exchange broadenings are listed in
Table 4.15 and they are subtracted from the total experimental broadenings
TABLE 4.14
PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM THE SERIES OF DATA AT FIXED HISTAMINE CONCENTRATIONSt
Histamine
.0595++Molarity .00600 .0298 .0596 .270
RF Field 251 500 200 355 632
6
r 4850 4860 4860 4860 4860
k1 6120 5120 5880 5050 4230
k' 8885 5705 5397 5879 8281
(13%) (7%) (12%) (50%) (30%)
Q1 4810 1404 1556 2242 6525
(20%) (10%) (15%) (60%) (43%)
kH x 10- 1.6 4.4 4.4 5.1 0.47
lO- x k2 3.01 3.90 3.90 5.85 1.42(2%) (4%) (3%) (4%) (3%)
6
s 1840 1850 1850 1850 1840
J1 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 4tt+
lO- x J; 32.5 9.7 6.45 4.02 2.4
(1%) (2%) (1%) (.5%) (2%)
fpercentages in brackets show the standard deviations of linear least squares fits 8S described in the text.
ttThia column refera to 95% deuterated solutions.






C<liPARISON OF THEORETICAL BROADENINGS WITH
SMOOTHED EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR
6.00 X 10-3 K. HISTAMINE SOWTIONS
115
pH (Me)s (!J./c)r (tJ.!c)s+r (6!c)e
2.400 .6 40.5 41.2 41.3
2.600 .9 41.0 41.9 41. 7
2.800 1.4 41.7 43.1 43.0
3.000 2.1 42.5 44.6 44.7
3.200 3.2 43.2 46.4 46.3
3.400 5.0 43.5 48.5 48.5
3.600 7.6 43.2 50.8 51.1
3.800 11.6 42.2 53.8 53.8
4.000 16.7 40.7 57.4 57.4
4.200 21.9 38.6 60.5 60.4
4.400 24.4 35.9 60.3 60.1
4.600 22.6 32.5 55.1 54.5
I 4.800 18.0 28.4 46.4 46.4
I 5.000 13.0 23.8 36.8 37.3I
l 5.200 9.1 19.2 28.3 28.55.400 6.4 15.1 21.5 21.15.600 4.6 11.8 16.4 16.5
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in the second column of Table 4.15a. These residual experimental
broadenings were attributed to alllllonlUl1l exchange and Equation (1.16)
could therefore be used to convert them to the (l1/p)s values list.ed in
the third column of Table 4.15a. The specific rates~ [ V s 2+ ]. were
[B.2 J
obtained in t.he usual way by means of Equations (1.17) and (1.21).
The linear plot in Figure (4.14) is consistent with t.n.e amine rate law
(4.5) and a least squares fit of this data gives
jl - -14 ±235 sec.-1
and j; - (32.5 ± 0.4) x 106 t.lIlOle. -1 sec. -1.
The value of j 1 is in good agreement with the results oCf the double
irradiation experiments (+ 14 sec.-I). This latter va..lue for jl was
now used with the value for ji to calculate the (A!c)s values which are
listed in Table 4.15 and which are used in Table 4.15b. The first five
columns of Table 4.15b are similar to Table 4.15a. TIle plot of specific
rate versus [BH+J is linear above pH 4.6. but falls be:J.ow this straight
line at lower pH (Figure 4.15). The non-linearity resallts frOlll the pH
dependence of the first. order COIIlponent of the rate 18.., and has been
referred t.o as a 'st.ep' in t.he rat.e law. To detendne the paramet.ers of
the imidazolium rate law. the least squares gradient otE the linear portion
of the plot determined k2 • This constant could then be used t.o calculate
the second order contributions to the specific rate in the pH region
3.0 to 4.4. The pH independent part of the first orde~ law has already
been set at 6120 sec.-I. The second order contributioms and the pH
independent first order contributions can now be subtracted from the
specific rates in the pH range 3.0 to 4.4. The residuad parts of the
specific rate are used to calculat.e the reciprocal rat@s listed in t.he
TABLE 4.15a
CALCULATION OF THE AMINO RATE LAW FOR
6.00 X 10-3 H. HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS
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pH [~J. -[~L (Mp). [IBH)+I] 105 (BH+]
2.400 0.8 30 94 0.170
2.600 0.7 24 75 0.270
2.800 1.3 46 142 0.427
3.000 2.2 81 250 0.677
3.200 3.1 116 356 1.072
3.400 5.0 183 565 1.698
3.600 7.9 290 909 2.687
3.800 11.6 429 1390 4.247
4.000 16.7 618 2169 6.703
4.200 21.8 808 3350 10.55
4.400 24.2 898 4647 16.56
4.600 22.0 814 9015 25.83
4.800 18.0 666 12893 39.93
5.000 13.5 500 18838 60.91
5.200 9.3 344 28833 91.12
5.400 6.0 224 45395 132.6
5.600 4.7 174 58966 186.1
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TABLE 4.1Sb
CALCULATION OF THE IMIDAZOLE RATE LAW FOR 6.00 X 10-3 M. HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS
pH [~J - [~) [~Jr [[8:>+J] 105 18H+) 10
4 [8H22+) 105 IH+)
e s v·
2.400 40.7 2258 6639 0.170
2.600 40.8 2264 6691 0.270
2.800 41. 6 2312 7127 0.427
3.000 42.6 2369 7846 0.677 6.58 100.0
3.200 43.1 2395 8351 1.072 5.25 63.1
3.400 43.5 2415 9700 1.698 3.26 39.8
3.600 43.5 2409 10706 2.687 2.66 25.1
3.800 42.2 2346 12486 4.247 1.97 15.85
4.000 40.7 2258 14157 6.703 1. 67 10.00
4.200 38.5 2140 16131 10.55 1.47 6.31
4.400 35.7 1983 18678 16.56 1.33 3.98
4.600 31.9 1769 22426 25.83
4.800 28.4 1576 26306 39.93
5.000 24.3 1348 32050 60.91
5.200 19.4 1076 41618 91.12
5.400 14.7 819 55979 132.6












sixth column of Table 4.ISb and the plot: of these reciprocal rates
versus [8+J is shown in Figure (4.15a). The plot is linear and a least
squares fit with Equation (4.6a) provides values for ki and Q1 " The
newly determined parameters for the imidazolium rate law are




ki • 8850 ± 160 sec.-1
Q1 • 5085 ± 1160
k 2 - (3.04 ± 0.06) X 10
7 t.mole.-1 sec.-I.
Since all of these parameters are in good agreement vith the values
obtained previously. a further cycle of calculations was not necessary.
Similar cyclic calculations were carried out on the other series
of data and similar rate law plots were obtained. The ammonium rate law
vas always linear and the imidazolium rate law always fell away at lower
pH. As expected. the non-linearity became less pronounced as [BH2
2
+)
increased. The calculated broadenings for the different [BB2
2
+) series
are compared with the smoothed. experimental broadenings in Tables 4.15
to 4.19. Agreement is seen to be well within the limits of experimental
Hror. Deviations between the calculated and experimental broadenings
are shown by the continuous lines in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. Figures 4.12
and 4.l2a show deviations for 2.98 X 10-2 M solutions while Figures 4.13
and 4.13a show deviations for 5.95 X 10-2 M solutions. For comparison.
uch of these figures also shows the deviations which were obtained
using the simple rate laws 4.4 and 4.5. The theoreti~l components of
the total experimental broadenlngs are illustrated in Figure 4.16. using






















COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL BROADENINGS Wlm
S}oI)()ntED EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR
2.98 X 10-2 M. HISTAMINE SOLlITIONS
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pH (lJ./e)s (!J./c)r (ll/c) s+r (li/c)e
.600 .1 35.8 36.0 36.1
.800 .1 35.9 36.0 36.1
1.000 .1 36.0 36.1 36.1
1.200 .2 36.1 36.3 36.1
1.400 .2 36.3 36.5 36.1
1.600 .2 36.6 36.8 36.7
1.800 .3 37.0 37.2 37.3
2.000 .3 37.6 37.9 37.8
2.200 .5 38.4 38.9 39.1
2.400 .7 39.5 40.2 40.4
2.600 LO 40.8 41.8 42.0
2.800 1.5 42.1 43.7 43.8
3.000 2.3 43.1 45.5 45.5
3.200 3.6 43.5 47.2 47.1
3.400 5.6 43.0 48.6 48.7
3.600 8.6 41.4 50.0 50.5
3.800 U.9 38.3 5L3 52.0
4.000 18.2 33.8 52.0 51. 9
4.200 22.7 28.1 50.8 49.9
4.400 23.9 21.8 45.7 45.0
4.600 20.8 16.1 36.9 35.9
4.800 15.7 11.4 27.1 26.2
5.000 11.0 7.9 18.9 19.1
5.200 7.6 5.4 12.0 13.5
5.lIOO 5.2 3.8 9.0 9.3
5.600 3.7 2.7 6.3 6.3
TABLE 4.17
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL BROADENINGS WITH
SMOOTHED EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR
5.96 X 10-2 M. HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS
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pH (I:J!C)S (lJ/C)r (li/c) s+r (6!c)e
.600 .1 38.8 39.0 39.2
.800 .1 38.9 39.1 39.2
1.000 .2 39.0 39.1 39.2
1.200 .2 39.1 39.3 39.2
1.400 .2 39.2 39.4 39.2
1.600 .2 39.5 39.7 39.5
1.800 .3 39.8 40.1 40.0
2.0011 .4 40.3 40.7 40.6
2.200 .6 40.9 41.5 41. 7
2.400 .8 41.8 42.6 42.8
2.600 1.2 42.7 43.9 43.9
2.800 1.8 43.5 45.4 45.0
3.000 2.8 43.9 46.2 46.2
I
3 200 4.4 43.3 47.7 47.3
3.400 6.8 41.4 48.1 47.8
3.F.OO 10.4 37.9 48.3 48.4
3.800 15.3 32.9 48.2 48.6
4.000 20.8 26.8 47.6 48.0
4.200 24.5 20.5 45.0 44.5
4.400 23.8 14.9 38.7 38.8
4.600 19.5 10.4 29.8 29.7
4.800 14.1 7.0 21. 2 20.3
5.000 9.7 4.7 14.4 15.0
5.200 6.5 3.2 9.7 9.7
5.400 4.4 2.2 6.6 6.8
5.600 3.1 1.5 4.6 4.6
TABLE 4.18
COMPARISON OF TIlEORETICAL BROADENINGS W!m
SMOOTHED EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR
2.70 X 10-1 M. HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS
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pH (Ale) s (tJ/c)r (t:.!c)s+r (!J./c)e
.400 .1 37.0 37.1 37.2
.600 .1 37.0 37.2 37.2
.800 .2 37.2 37.3 37.3
1.000 .2 37.3 37.5 37.3
1.200 .2 37.6 37.8 37.4
1.400 .3 38.0 38.2 37.5
1.600 .3 38.5 38.9 38.0
1.800 .4 39.4 39.9 39.1
2.000 .6 40.6 41.2 41.1
2.200 .9 42.1 43.0 43.2
2.400 1.4 43.7 45.1 45.1
2.600 2.1 44.8 47.0 46.1
2.800 3.3 44.3 47.6 46.5
3.000 5.1 41.1 46.2 45.6
3.200 7.9 35.1 43.0 42.8
3.400 11.9 27.6 39.5 38.7
3.600 17 .2 20.3 37.6 37.5
3.800 22.5 14.2 36.8 36.9
4.000 25.1 9.6 34.7 34.6
4.200 22.9 6.4 29.3 29.7
4.400 17.7 4.2 21.9 21.8
4.600 12.4 2.7 15.1 15.2
4.800 8.2 1.7 10.0 10.1
5.000 5.4 1.1 6.5 6.7
5.200 3.5 .7 4.3 4.3
5.400 2.3 .5 2.8 2.8
TABLE 4.19
COMPARISON OF nlEORETICAL BRDADENINGS WITH SMOOTHED
EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR 95% DEUTERATED
HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS AT 5.95 X 10-2 M..
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pH (!J/C)S (6!C)r (!J/C)s+r (A!c)e
2.000 .1 31.9 32.0 32.3
2.200 .1 32.0 32.1 32.3
2.400 .1 32.2 32.3 32.3
2.600 .2 32.4 32.6 32.3
2.800 .2 32.9 33.1 32.7
I
3.000 .4 33.5 33.8 33.6
3.200 .6 34.3 34.9 34.9
3.400 .9 35.6 36.5 36.5
3.600 1.4 37.3 38.6 38.6
3.800 2.1 39.3 41.5 41.9
4.000 3.4 41.5 44.9 45.1
4.200 5.3 43.2 48.5 48.4
4.400 8.1 43.3 51.4 51.6
4.600 12.3 40.4 52.7 52.7
4.800 17.4 34.4 51. 7 51.7
5.000 21.9 26.7 48.6 48.5
5.200 23.4 19.3 42.8 41.5
5.400 20.9 13.5 34.3 33.9
5.600 16.3 9.2 25.5 25.9
5.800 11.8 6.3 18.1 18.7






























The constants derived above were now used to calculate broadenings
corresponding to the experiments at high RF. By allowing the RF field and
both chemical shifts to move within their estimated error limits where
necessary. it was possible to obt.ain calculated broadenings which were
within about 3 (f:J/e) units of the experimental data. Since the experi-
mental uncertaint.ies were estimated to be this high. the agreement was
considered to be satisfactory. Better fit.s could be obtained by adjusting
the rate law parameters. but since this data generally extended over small
pH ranges and also showed high uncertainty. the modified parameters were
of little value. Tables 4.20 to 4.22 show some possible fits.
Dependence of k 2 on Ionic Strength
Inspection of Table 4.14 shows that k 2 increases as the ionic
strength increases. Such behaviour is expected from the primary kinetic
salt effect for a reaction between two positively charged ions. i.e.
where m
r
is a constant equal to the gradient of a straight line plot
between log k2 and ~. The relevant data is listed in Table 4.23 and




• 0.346 ± 0.037
and ki. (2.80 ± 0.14) X 10 7 l.mole.-1 sec.-I.
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TABLE 4~20t
COKPARISON OF THEORETICAL BROADENINGS WITH SHOOTHED
EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR 2.98 x 10-2 H.
HISTAMINE SOLUTIONS WITH RF FIELD
AT 2513 RAnS. SEC.-1
pH (Me)s (t:./e)r (A!C)s+r (lJ./c)e
3.200 1.4 38.8 40.2 41.6
3.400 2.1 38.9 41.0 41.2
3.600 3.3 37.9 41.3 40.7
3.800 5.2 35.7 40.9 40.1
4.000 7.8 32.0 39.7 39.3
4.200 11.0 26.9 38.0 38.4
4.400 14.0 21. 2 35.2 37.3
tVa lues in this Table were calculated using the same rate
parameters which were used for the low RF data at this concentration.
6 was 4860 rads. sec.-I. 6 was 1850 rads. sec.-I. and the RF field
wIs set at the measured valfle of 2513 rads. sec.-I.
TABLE 4.21t
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL BROADENINGS WITH SMOOTHED
EXPERIMENTAL BROADENINGS FOR 5.95 x 10-2 M.
HISTAMINE SOLtrrIONS WITH RF FIELD
AT 2513 RADS. SEC.-1
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pH (Mc)S (tJ.!c)r (A!C)s+r (!:J/c)e
3.200 1.8 39.0 40.8 42.0
3.400 2.8 37.8 40.7 41.8
3.600 4.4 35.1 39.5 40.4
3.800 6.7 30.8 37.5 38.0
4.000 9.7 25.2 35.0 35.1
4.200 13.0 19.4 32.4 31.6
4.400 14.9 14.0 28.9 27.5
4.600 14.1 9.8 23.8 22.5
4.800 11.2 6.6 17.8 17.2
5.000 8.1 4.4 12.5 12.6
5.200 5.6 3.0 8.5 8.9
5.400 3.8 2.0 5.8 6.0
5.600 2.7 1.4 4.1 3.9
5.800 1.9 1.0 3.0 2.6
-1 tValues in this Table were calculated using j~ - 7.5 x 106 l.mole.
;:~:met:: ~te·s~; :5l~e~·~~e~~~ ~:~. ~ :~: :~t~i~e~O~~~:t;~lon.
6 was 4860 rad. sec.-I. IS was 1850 rads. sec. -1 and RF field was set at





pH (Me)s (A!C)r {!J/C)s+r (!J/c)e
1.400 .1 28.1 28.2 29.2
1.600 .1 28.6 28.7 29.2
1.800 .1 29.4 29.5 29.2
2.000 .2 30.6 30.7 29.5
2.200 .3 32.1 32.3 31.3
2.400 .4 33.9 34.3 33.3
2.600 .6 36.6 36.2 34.5
2.800 1.0 36.4 37.4 34.7
3.000 1.5 35.4 36.9 33.7
3.200 2.4 32.2 34.6 32.0
3.400 3.7 27.1 30.8 29.8
3.600 5.7 21.2 26.9 27.4
3.800 8.3 15.6 23.9 25.8
4.000 11.2 11.0 22.2 23.6
4.200 13.0 7.4 20.4 20.8
4.400 12.3 4.9 17.2 17.4
4.600 9.7 3.2 13.0 13.0
4.800 6.9 2.1 9.0 8.4
5.000 4.7 1.4 6.0 5.3
5.200 3.1 .9 4.0 3.5
5.400 2.0 .6 2.6 3.0
-1 tValuiS in this Table7were calculated using j2 . 4.5 x 1~6 l.
mole. sec.-. k1 - 4.5 x 10 l.mole.-
1 sec.-I. ki - 7500 sec.- •
Q - 1500. and other rate parameters the same ~lused for the low RF data_1
:dt:~: ~n~~~~a:~:n~et6~tW;~oci7~d:~d:~c~i~' . 68 was 1830 rads. sec.
TABLE 4.23
THE PRIMARy KINET! C SALT EFFECT ON k1
Histamine r. 10-7 x k2 log (k2)
6.00 x 10-3 0.140 3.01 7.48
:!.98 x 10-2 0.311 3.90 7.59
'jQ6 x 10-2 0.440 3.90 7.59
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Consideration of jz
Table 4.14 shows the unexpected result that j2: increases rapidly
as che histamine concentration decreases. Since the j2: values were
obtained by linear least squares plots of the ammonium rates versus
(BU+], it follows that all components of jz must refer to reactions
depending on [BU+]. It was assumed that all reactions depending on IBM+]
would also depend on [BHZ2+]. Since each of the kinetic analyses
referred to a series of solutions at fixed histam1.ne concentration. it
follows that [B~2+] was essentially constant in anyone analysis.
Therefore any fit of the data involving a term jx[BH+J [BU2
2
+] could have
just as well been obtained using a term jyIBU+]. A reaction following
the lat.t.er rate law would have been identified in the kinetic analysis
with
Le.
The rate constants obtained from the different analyses--viz. the apparent
second order in histamine jx values. would therefore be expected to show a




We will now attempt to separate the apparent second order term
into two components. One component, (2)' will be due to reactions which
are second order with respect to amine. and the other component (ji)'




Provided j2 is constant, Equation (4.8) predicts that a plot of
ji [BDZ2+) against. [BHZ2+] would give a straight line with gradient
j2 and intercept jt' To allow for variat.ion of j 2 with ionic strength.
it was possible to determine a value m
s
- 0.127 (similar to the value
m
r
in Equation (4.7» from a later experiment.
Then
(4.9)
Equation (4.8) could then be rewritten as
J, I'H,'+] • [~] J2 ['H,'+] + J i (4.10)
Equation (4.9) can be used to evaluate [~] for each histamine
concentration. and a plot of J, I'H/+] against [~] [.H22+J
will provide values of ji and ji' Table 4.24 lists the values and
Figure (4.18) shows the plot.
A linear least squares fit according to Equation (4.10) gives
ji - (2.49 ± 0.07) x 106 1. mole. -1 sec.-1
jt - (2.00 ± 0.12) x 105 sec.-I.
TABLE 4.24
SEPARATION OF j.2 INTO TWO COMPONENTS
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Histamine I; 10-6 x ji [BH/+) [~] ['"22+)
6.00 x 10-3 0.140 0.195 6.26 x 10-3
2.98 x 10-2 0.311 0.289 3.27 x 10-2
5.96 x 10-2 0.440 0.385 6.81 x 10-2














If the rapid increase in j.2 is to be explained in t.his way it is
necessary to identify the reaction to which the rat.e constant ji applies.
An obvious possibility is an intramolecular reaction in which the
reactant histamine species is singly protonated at an amino site. The
reaction then consists of an intramolecular proton transfer from an















Therefore this reaction can be identified with the rat.e constant ji if
that k - 2.8 x 1013 .t.mole.-1 sec.-I.
Since this is about three orders of magnitude great.er than would be
expected 1£ the reaction is diffusion controlled. this possibility must:
be rejected in favour of the intramolecular reaction.
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Series Run at Constant Buffer Ratios
~Two series of experiments were run in which the ratio 2+
[OH2 J
was kept constant. One of these was with solutions in 95% D20
whil.e the other was with natural abundance of the hydrogen isotopes.
Conu:ant Buffer Ratio In Natural
Abllrldance Solutions
The broadenings due to exchange from the imidazolium sites were
cal~ul.ated using the previously determined rate constants. These
broadeoings (as well as the broadenings due to 017) were then subtracted
frOIll the measured broadenings to leave a component which was attributed
to llmmonium exchange. Ammonium exchange rates OfT) were calculated
and listed in Table 4.25. The total ammonium exchange rate should be
given by
tolhere the constant buffer ra tio
(4.11)
• R • 0.141 in this series.
A plot of OfT). as ordinate. against IBH+] was found to show a
Blight upward curvature which was interpreted as a primary kinetic salt
effec::t on j2" As a first approximation the value of m
r
obtained previously
for the ionic strength dependence of k2 was used to calculate values of
TABLE 4.25
SERIES RUN AT CONSTANT BUFFER RATIO OF ...l1!.!Ll_
IBH22+)
• 0.141
[Histamine] (l/Tlp ) (1/T l ) •
t (3/T) r/' -18]
"
[~] IBH+J. log ---IBH+J
0.0615 0.973 0.344 0.433 39309 6.260 0.411 0.00856
0.1285 1.166 0.346 0.641 55905 6.283 0.594 0.01884
0.1629 1.221 0.349 0.699 65148 6.296 0.669 0.02437
0.2421 1.301 0.353 0.786 86814 6.312 0.815 0.03793
0.2976 1.331 0.358 0.816 102831 6.323 0.903 0.04777
0.3645 1. 339 0.363 0.824 124992 6.345 1.001 0.06028
0.4174 1.371 0.368 0.855 136932 6.336 1.071 0.07027
0.4700 1.359 0.373 0.841 157653 6.359 1.136 0.08067
0.5419 1.378 0.380 0.858 178188 6.360 1.220 0.09538
t Broadening due to side chain exchange obtained by subtraction of broaden1ng8 due to ring
exchange and 017 exchange.
~g
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[J2] [J2] + t1;" which were used in a plot of (3fT) against 3I [BH]. This
produced curvature in the opposite sense, thus indicating that the ionic
strength dependance of jz was less than that measured for k2 , Both of
these curves were now fitted to quadratic expressions by a least squares
technique and. from the intercepts. it was determined that ji was
(1.80 ± 0.13) x 105 sec. -1 as a first approximation.
Now from Equation (4.11) we have
••• ,0g[3/, -}iR ] • log (J2)
IBH ]
But the dependance of j2 on ionic strength is given by
so that substitution for log (j2) in Equation (4.12) yields
(4.12)
log [3fT - ~iR] • m IV + log (ji) (4.13)
[BU J S
[~]Using the above estimate of jit a plot of log [BH+]
against Ij;'" was found to yield a straight line with
t The values of this function which are listed in Table 4.25




Gradient - II. ., 0.127 ± 0.007
s
Intercept - 6.209 ± .007
(From the interc.ept it follows tbat ji - (1.62 ± 0.03) x 106
1. 1lI01e. -1 sec. -1 as a first approximation).
Finally~ the value IRs - 0.127 was used to calculate values of
[~l. and a plot of (3iT) agaiost [~]IBH+J d.ava in Figure 4.19. The
data for this plot is listed in Table 4.25 and a least squares fit gave
ji = (1. 83 1: 0.07) x 105 sec.-1
ji ., (1.61 ± 0.02) x 106 1. mole.-1 sec.-I.
Constant Buffer Ratio in 95% DZO Solutions
Results for solutions in 95% D20 at a constant buffer ratio of
IBH+J+ ,., 0.146 are listed in Table 4.26. The broadenings due to
[BH2 )
imidazolium exchange were calculated by assUlll.ing that the variation of
.
k2 with ionic strength in DZO was the same as that det.ermined in ~O
(m. - 0.346). Values of [~ we.e calculated by making the simUs.
assumption that the value of II. - 0.127 could be applied to deuterated
s •
solutions. A plot of 3/T agsinst [::;] [BH+) wss found to be 11nes. with
j/ (6.23 :!: 0.65) x 104 sec.-1









































SERIES RUN AT CONSTANT BUFFER RATIO OF.-¥ .. 0.146 IN 95% DZO
[B"2 +j
[Histamine] (l/Tlp ) (l/Tl ) "5
(3/T) [~] [BH+J
0.0805 1.496 0.097 0.878 24666 0.01182
0.0972 1.512 0.098 0.903 29547 0.01448
0.1353 1.583 0.100 0.994 38076 0.02074
0.1584 1.654 0.102 1.075 41430 0.02464
0.1809 1.618 0.103 1.049 48846 0.02845
0.2240 1.659 0.106 1.102 57894 0.03614
0.2426 1.686 0.107 1.133 61095 0.0395
0.2622 1.604 0.108 1.056 70908 0.0431
0.2775 1.638 0.109 1.095 72567 0.0460
0.2981 1.654 0.111 1.113 76689 0.0499
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Experiments with Solutions Enriched in 017
Three constant. buffer ratio series were run with solutions in
which the atom fraction of 017 was about .01 (Tables 4.27 to 4.29).
Values of A were obtained by subtracting (1!T1p)M measured in natural
abundance from (1/T1p)e in the enriched solutions.
The fraction of HOH sites at 017 • P. were likewise calculated
the difference between the natural abundance and enriched solutions.
(Alp) values were t.hen converted to total rates, (l/'r)t' in the usual
way. The rates involving histamine species. (l/T)h' were obtained by
subtraction of the H+ and OH- cat.alyzed rates from the total rates.
The rate law for reactions involving hlstami.ne species 101111 then be
11l(1!T)h 2
--- - ",,, + "2'2 [BH2 +)[BH+)
(4.14)
(4.15)
In Equation (4.14) the term involving n l l l will be the total rate for
all processes which are first order in histamine concentration and the
term involving n 21.2 will be the total rate for all processes which are
second order in histamine concentration. Since, at this point, it was
not possible to predict the ionic strength dependance of the composite
rate constant 1. 2 ' the initial analysis was performed by plotting
TABLE 4.27
+





[Histamine] (l/Tlp) e (l/Tlp)n (l/T),
(liT)h [~) • 18B/+J t
[BH+]
0.07181 3.460 0.586 1666 16620 0.0198
0.09246 3.305 0.592 2174 19905 0.0265
0.11678 2.903 0.596 3119 25959 0.0349
0.·14477 2.415 0.599 4454 32520 0.0453
0.17612 1.985 0.601 6265 39614 0.0575
0.20865 1.771 0.602 7619 41531 0.0710
0.25141 1.477 0.602 10504 48809 0.0899
t (t2]'Values of ~ were calculat.ed using m
a
- 0.325 (see text).
TABLE 4.28
+





(l/T)h [~r [8H22+) t[Histamine] (l/Tlp ) e (l!T1p)n (l/T)t [..+)
0.06659 3.422 0.647 1726 8934 0.00320
0.07997 3.336 0.649 2026 10261 0.00389
0.09558 3.252 0.649 2229 9672 0.00472
0.11663 3.018 0.648 2779 11746 0.00585
0.14811 2.700 0.646 3554 13354 0.00761
0.18069 2.331 0.641 4660 16181 0.00948
0.51615 2.069 0.636 5724 17639 0.01158
0.25776 1.816 0.629 7138 19935 0.01412
0.30975 1.540 0.622 9501 23170 0.01743
0.35558 1.373 0.615 11671 25897 0.02043
0.42010 1.213 0.606 14701 28584 0.02481
0.48737 1.048 0.596 19865 34904 0.02957
[-:22)-tVa lues of A. were calculated using ma • 0.162 (see text).
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TABLE 4.29
ENRICHED 017 SOLUTIONS AT A CONSTANT BUFFER RATIO OF [8R:1 .. 33.7
IBH2 J
(l/<)h [~] [8H22+] t(Histamine] (l/T1p)e (l/Tlp)n (l/T)t [BH+)
0.0872 3.199 0.710 2864 12229 0.002770
0.1070 2.984 0.710 3363 13070 0.003434
0.1297 2.787 0.708 3870 13111 0.004209
0.1511 2.569 0.706 4522 14383 0.004950
0.1742 2.408 0.703 5100 14669 0.005763
0.2094 2.097 0.698 6489 17561 0.007019
0.2572 1.792 0.692 8594 21001 0.008761
0.3061 1.553 0.684 11155 24860 0.010594
0.3674 1.361 0.675 14481 28688 0.012939
tVa1uea Of[~r vere ca1culaced US108 m
a
• 0.101 (aee cexc).
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111{l/'t)h 2+
--- against (RH2 ] for each series of data. As a first approxi-lBB+)
marion. the linear least squares slopes were interpreted as values of
°212 and these were fOWld to increase quite markedly as the buffer ratio
increased. To take the analysis further. it Is necessary to consider all
the second order processes which may be present.
Possible Reactions Which are Second
Order in Histamine
A proton could conceivably be transferred from any 8HZ2+ or BB+
species to any Ba+ or B species. In the following second order rate
constants. the first suffixed digit indicates the charge of the species
losing the proton, and the second suffixed digit indicates the charge of
t.he species gaining the proton. The total second order rate law would







will be expected to show some concentration dependence.
If the rate constants can be cOrTected to zero ionic strength. then K'
wi.l.l be equal to the ratio of the ionization constants at zero ionic:
strength (Le. the ratio of the thermodynamic values).
The First Approximations for °212
In the first analysis according t.o Equation (4.15). the t.otal
second order rate was given by
Substitution for v 1 in Equation (4.16) gives
Inspection of the preliminary D 212 values at the three different buffer
ratios showed that °212 increased linearly with R to the power 2.2. A
plot of °212 against R2 was found to be linear vithin the limits of
e:q»erlmental error. It was therefore deduced that the coefficient of R
was Dot significant in the present results, and hence the only reactions
of importance for the oumerical analysis were n21 t 21 aod 0lOtlO ' The
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approximate relative contributions of these tWo components to each of the
three different D Z12 values eould now be evaluated.
It was assumed that the contributions of k.2 and j2 to D 21121 would
be in the same ratio as their previously measured magnitudes (Le. it was
assumed that the number of water molecules involved in k2 and j2 would be
the same), and a weighted ionic strength correction factor (m
w
) was evalu-
ated on this basis. t There is no theoretical primary kinetic salt effect on
010110 [75] and previous measurements of second order amine reactions of
this charge type have been found t.o show only a small ionic st.rength depen-
dence. Therefore for present purposes the ionic strength dependence of
010110 was neglected. A total average ionic st.rengch correction factor (ma )
was now calculated for each series and used to determine values of (12/12 °)'"
using an equation similar to Equation (4.7). Equation (4.15) can now be
rewritten as
(4.18)
(l/T)h [12] - 2+Plots of -+- against ro [B~ ] were now made for each of
[8U I 2
the three series of data. The plot of the data from Table 4.28 (wh1.ch
extends over the largest concentration range) is sho'JD in Figure 4.20.
Since no curvature can be seen in this plot. it would seem that the
various approximations that were made are reasonable.
Linear least squares fits to Equation (4.18) gave the values
listed in Table 4.30.
tSince k l is considerably larger than jl' any difference in the













RESULTS FROM 017 EXPERIMENTS
Buffer Ratio 10-
7




-1 sec.-I) (sec. -1)(l.mole.
3.88 5.2 ± 0.4 10.3 ± 2.4
22.9 10.9 ± 0.2 6.67 ± 0.30
33.7 18.7 ± 1.0 7.10 ± 0.76
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The values of °212 were plotted against: R2 as shown in Figure
4.21. t A least squares fit according to Equation (4.17) (with the
coefficient of R set at zero) gave
Since K" at zero ionic strength is (1.25 ± 0.02) x 10-4 • it follows that
Dlotia '" (9.7 ± 0.6) x 108 1.mole.-1 sec.-I.
The Data at Low pH
Grunwald and Ralph detected two parallel first order proton
exchange mechanisms in their work on acidic solutions of imidazole [44].
To interpret these results, they postulated that the acid dissociation
of !midazallum 10n occurs in two steps as shown for histamine in Figure
4.22.





Acid dissociation of histamine
Proton exchange could then arise due to breaking of the B.!! bond either
t The relative proportions of 0121 and 0110 in the different 012
values were in good agreement with the original approximations so that
a recalculation of the results using a modified ionic strength correction
factor (m
a




























in the dissociated product (I), or in the ionized intermediate (II).
As shown in the introduction to this thesis, the rate of
exchange due to dissociated product (1) will be decreased as [H+]
increases according to the expression
Rate of proton exchange .. (4.19)
For amines ....ith an ionic oharge (such as the case here). two separate Q
values differing by about two or three orders of magnitude have been
observed [351. These two Q values have been interpreted as corresponding
to exchange occurring in the trans and gauche isomers of the amine with
the rate of exchange in the gauche isomer being repressed at about two
or three pH units higher than the rate of exchange in the trans isomer.
Kinetic analysis predicts that tlhe proton exchange rate in the
ionized intermediate (II) is independent of [H+]. In very strong acid,
however, a kinetic salt effect would be expected to cause a change in
this rate constant [76].
Solutions with Natural Isotopic Abundance
In the case of histamine. a "Q feature" has already been
observed to cause a repression of a first order rate component at about
pH 3. This could be due to proton exchange in the gauche isomer of the
dissociated product (I). The first order rate which is observed in more
concentrated acid could possibly contain two further components (i) due
to proton exchange in the trans isomer of the dissociated product (I),
and (ii) due to proton exchange in the ionized intermediate (II).
Accordingly it may be possible to detect up to two further repression
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features, (1) a further Q value, and (ii) a kinetic salt effect.
Attempts were made to interpret the repression of rate below
pH - 1 in either or both of the above ways. It was not possible to
separate two repression features in any of the four series of data which
were available for solutions containing natural abundance of isot.opes.
For reasons which will be discussed later. the preferred single inter-
pretstion was of a kinetic salt effect. Tables 4.31 to 4.35 show the
treatment of the data for interpretation in this manner.
Using the salt effect interpretation. the ~isted specific rates
will be equal to the kcYr1~t:ef]ined by Ralph and Grunwald [44J"
Accordingly plots of log~ against. [Hel) were made for each
[BH2 1
series of data. They were found to be similar to those of imidazole and
a least squares fit to a quadratic expression of the form
[
Rate J 2log~ '" c l (HCI] + c 2 {HCl] + c 3[BH2 J
(4.20)
produced the results shown in Table 4.36. Results obtained by Ralph and
Grunwald for imidazole [44] are shown for comparison.
Sulutions in 95% D20
The data listed in Table 4.35 showed some indication of two
repression features. Figure 4.23 shows that values of log IRat~+ ] for
[Hell < 0.4 M lie above the extrapolation of the least squa 1:H2 J
quadratic curve for data above [HCl] '" 0.4 M. The appearance of this
t Ralph and Grunwald define k Ii as shown in the first chapter
of this thesis. See Equations (1. 405"Y~nac(1. 41).
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TABLE 4.31
ACID REPRESSION DATA FOR 2.98 ][ 10-2 H.HISTAMINE
WITH RF FIELD AT 500 RAnS. SEC.-1




0.0881 35.9 1997 5080 3.706
0.220 35.5 1978 5030 3.701
0.315 35.5 1980 5052 3.703
0.531 35.4 1978 507B 3.106
0.955 33.9 1902 4802 3.681
2.119 25.8 1458 3358 3.526
2.945 17.1 975 2084 3.319
3.741 9.7 556 1156 3.064
3.976 8.7 501 1018 3.008
4.635 5.6 323 666 2.823
5.580 3.4 199 400 2.601




ACID REPRESSION DATA FOR 5.96 x 10-2 M.HfSTAKI.NE
wrD:l RF FIELD AT 200 RAnS. SEC.-
t Rate 10g[~][Hell (Me) (Mp)
[BH/+) [BH22+J
0.041 39.0 2170 5998 3.778
0.083 38.3 2132 5784 3.762
0.180 39.9 2223 6404 3.806
0.318 39.2 2186 6192 3.792
0.501 38.6 2156 6052 3.782
0.846 37.7 2113 5884 3.770
1.360 33.8 1903 4876 3.688
2.038 26.3 1489 3414 3.533
-:!.968 16.4 936 1974 3.295
3.733 9.6 552 1126 3.052
4.838 4.6 268 538 2.731




ACID REPRESSION DATA FOR 2.70 x 10-1 M.HISIAHINE
WITH RF FIELD AT 355 RAnS. SEC.-l





0.045 36.6 2036 5342 3.728
0.052 3g.6 2147 6006 3.779
0.132 37.7 2099 5688 3.155
0.260 36.8 2053 5522 3.742
0.549 36.5 2039 5514 3.741
0.853 36.0 2017 5410 3.733
1.426 32.0 1802 4512 3.654
1.441 30.1 1696 4142 3.617
2.238 23.9 1356 3068 3.487
3.628 11.5 660 1374 3.138
4.789 6.3 365 748 2.874
5.430 4.0 233 476 2.677




ACID REPRESSION DATA FOR 2.70 x 10-1 M.H':~TAHINE
WITH RF FIELD AT 2819 RADS. SEC.




0.045 29.3 1630 5376 3.731
0.081 28.6 1591 5189 3.715
0.215 28.9 1612 5284 3.723
0.514 28.0 1564 5093 3.707
0.853 28.2 1580 5146 3.712
1.426 23.2 1306 3929 3.594
2.238 17.8 1010 2893 3.461
3.628 9.8 562 1533 3.185
3.877 8.6 495 1345 3.128
4.789 5.5 319 859 2.934
5.430 2.9 169 453 2.656




ACID ~~S~~ D~~:5 F~Rl~~; ~~~~~~UTIONS
RF FIELD 632 RADS. SEC.-1
[He1] (Me) (_/p) t Rate 10g[~][BH/+J [BH/+]
0.003 32.6 1813 4436 3.647
0.006 32.7 1819 4460 3.649
0.015 32.2 1791 4358 3.639
0.016 31. 7 1763 4256 3.629
0.049 31.1 1730 4144 3.617
0.079 30.4 1692 4018 3.604
0.145 29.0 1615 3772 3.577
0.252 27.8 1550 3578 3.554
0.427 24.8 1385 3108 3.492
0.747 22.3 1249 2752 3.440
1.160 16.5 927 1970 3.294
1. 745 12.2 689 1439 3.158
2.519 7.3 413 850 2.929
3.942 2.2 126 258 2.412
t For imidazo!ium exchange assuming broadening due to Btlallonlum
exchange is zero.
TABLE 4.36
COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED BY FITTING EQUATION 4.20 TO DATA AT IJ)W pH
Data from Tab les -I02Cl -lo2cz <3
4.31 2.43 7.76 3.740
4.32 3.42 6.35 3.807
4.33 2.45 7.17 3.773
4.34 2.51 5.81 3.737
4.35 when [He1] > 0.4 M 2.32 20.6 3.588
4.35 all points 1.59 24.2 3.621
Imidazole t 2.58 16.6 3.54
t Data listed for imidazole by Ralph and Gnmwald (44).
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Figure 4.23 Acid repression in deuterated histamine solutions
2.4
2.2




plot 1s very similar to that shown by Ralph and Grunwald for imidazole
[44]. but the upward step when [HCI] < 0.4 H is somewhat smaller in the
present case. In view of this similarity, an attempt was made to cal-
culate a Q value (Q2) for the apparent step in the rate when [HCI] < 0.4 H.
To perform these calculations, estimates of kcyclic were made by extra-
polation of the least squares fit of the data for [HCI] > 0.4 H. These
estimates were subtracted from the measured values of [ Rat;+ J and the
IOH2 J





resulting value of k~yclic J from the measured specific rate on the
plateau. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4.37. and
the mean value for Q2 - 10.0 ± 2.4. This corresponds to a ~ of 2 x 108
sec. -1.
Since the above attempt to determine a Q2 step involved only
small changes in rates, and since no Q2 step could be determined in the
natural abundance solutions, it must follow that the very existance of
flQ2" is suspect. Accordingly an attempt was made to fit all the data
shown in Figures 4.23 to a single least squares quadratic curve. The
coefficients defined by Equation (4.20) are listed in Table 4.36. and
they are used to calculate the theoretical (Mc) values (without Q2)
which are shown in Table 4.38. Comparison of these calculated (Mc)
values with the experimental (Me) values in Table 4.38 shows that the
maximum discrepancy without including a Q2 feature is about 1.$ (Mc)
units. This is possibly outside the limits of experimental uncert.ainty,
but Dot conclusively so. The (Mc) values calculated with the Q2 term
TABLE 4.37
ATI'EHPTS TO CALCULATE A SECOND Q FOR
DATA IN 95% DEUl'ERATED SOLtTrlONS
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COMPARISON OF llIEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL (Me) VALUES
FOR SOLUTIONS IN 95% DZO AT LOW pH
(Me) (Me) (Me)[He1) calculated Calculated Experimental
with Q2 without Q2
0.003 32.1 31.3 32.6
0.006 32.0 31.2 32.7
0.015 31.8 31.1 32.2
0.016 31.8 31.1 31. 7
0.049 30.9 30.6 31.1
0.079 30.3 30.4 30.4
0.145 29.3 29.5 29.0
0.252 27.7 28.0 27.8
0.427 25.7 25.9 24.8
0.747 21.8 21.9 22.3
1.160 17.6 17.4 16.5
1.745 12.4 11.9 12.2
2.519 7.3 7.0 7.3
3.942 2.3 2.2 2.2
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can be seen to give a better fit with the experimental data.
Further Consideration of the Double
Irradiation Experiments
In the initial treatment of the data obtained from these
experiments, it was assumed that jl remained constant.. and on this basis
ji was determined to be (7.6 ± 2.6) x 106 l.mole. -1 sec. -1 in 0.326 M
histamine solutions at pH 0.3 t.o 1.0. Results from the series of
experiments at constant histamine concentration can now be used to
predict. that ji ,. (4.0 ± 0.2) x 106 l.mole.-1 sec. -1 under the same
conditions. It can be seen that these two values for ji do not agree
within the limits of their standard errors. Extra systematic errors
may make the discrepancy less pronounced. but the agreement is poor.
Since the double irradiation measurements were made with [Hel]
as high as 0.5 H•• the possibility of acid repression of jl should be
considered. If acid repression of jl is present, then the initial
analysis (in which jl was kept constant) would lead to an artificially
high value for ji and an artificially low value for jl' The data in
Table 4.11 was therefore treated in an alternative fashion with ji
fixed at 4.0 x 106 Lmole.-l sec.-l and the jl of Equation (4.3)
changed to [-_J_1_-J' Values obtained were
1 + QslH+]
jl - (21.2 ± 4.0) sec.-l
Q
s
- 0.8 ± 0.6.
If this be so. then the value of jl used in the main analysis
should have been 21.2 sec.-l rather than 14.2 sec.-I. Inspect.ion of
the analysis showed that the difference between these two values always
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led to differences of less than one tenth of a (li/c) unit. Since this
amount is insignificant. the main analysis was not modified.
CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION OF HISTAMINE RESULTS
Steps in the Eseudo First Order Rate Laws
The step detected at pH 3 to 4
In the results the fit for the O.03M and O.06M data was improved
by including a Q factor in the rate expression for imidazolium proton
exchange. The data at O.006M and O.27M could be fitted to the rate
expressions within the limits of experimental error without invoking such
a step. In tha case of the data at O.006M. the errors in the measure-
ments were very high and also the overlap of the two broadening components
was most severe. There is. therefore. little surprise that the goodness
of fit of the data at this concentration was insensitive to the intro-
duction of the step. An important consequence is that ki may. for
example. be fixed at much lower values with k 2 (and possibly also j2)
having correspondingly higher values. While such a set of constants will
not produce as good a fit of the experimental data as was shown for the
set of constants given in the results. nevertheless the fit will still
be within the limits of experimental error. Accordingly the error
limits on ki. k 2 and j2 at this concentration must be very large. For
the data at O.27M•• the second order rate of exchange (Le. the k 2
process) was large in the pH region 3 to 4. Accordingly. the percentage
of the (6/c) measurements wich were affected by the step had become
small and the error limits on ki at this concentration will be large.
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The possibility that the step should
have been included in the rate expression
for BllDonlum exchange
The step in the pH 3 to 4 region of the .03H and .06H data was
considered to be present in the rate law for im1rlazolium proton exchange.
The possibility that this step could be present in the BDDOoiUlll proton
exchange law will now be considered. A step in the pH 3 to 4 region of
the attIDonium rate expression could conceivably arIse in two ways.
(1) The first order rate in the region of rJl Dmay be due to a
cyclic process as proposed by Ralph and Grunwald for imidazolium [44]
and the kU process would cause the step in the region of pH 3 to 4.
(ii) The trans and gauche isomers of the histamine may give rise
to two different kU values in the two different pH regions [35J.
In either case the total first order ammonium exchange rate
would have to have a mi.n1mum value of about 3000 sec.-1 at pH 4 in order
to account for the magnitude of the hlc step which is observed. However
the ammonium group is primarily associated with a pKA of about 10 and
therefore has a very weak acidic character. Such a group is unlikely to
have a large rate of proton exchange due to acid disassociation. In fact
the ammonium rate of proton exchange is known to be very low at pH 1
since the slow sweep spectrum showed no significant exchange broadening
of the ammonium resonance at this pH. It should also be noted that if
the step is to be accounted for by the first explanation. then the only
kH process would be exceptionally slow for an alkylamine. In addition
the cyclic process postulated in the first explanation bas not previously
been observed for an alkyl8J:line.
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Acid Repression of jl
In the double irradiation experiments. the acid repression of jl
was possibly present with a Q value of about 0.8. If this 1s so then we




where KAi is the acid dissociation constant for the reaction
(5.2)
(5.3)
Consideration of the microscopic acid dissociation constants
will provide a relationship between KAi and the experimental acid
dissociation constants KAl and KA2 " The full ionization scheme for
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KA2 • (1/~ + 1/K4 )
(5.10)
Since the imidazolium ion is much more acidic than the ammonium ion, we
expect that lS. » ~ so that KAl .. ~. Similarly we expect K4 » K) so
that KA2 = K3 " Kli Is identical to ~ and it refers to the same process
8S K) (which I:aI1 be measured by KAl ) but with the presence of an extra
proton at the imidazole end of the molecule. In the same way the micro-
scopic constant l). (which can be measured by KAI ) refers to the same
process as the KA of imidazolium ion but with an extra proton at: the
&IID.1no end of the molecule. If we assume that: the effect of t.he extra
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proton on the acid dissociation constant Is confined to couloubic
repulsion, then the electrostatic field will be the same in both cases.
Therefore the AGo electrostatic which 6pKA measures will be the same in
both cases so that
(5.H)
';,,"here pKA Is the acid dissociation constant of imidazole which was
l:"eported to be 6.98 ± 0.01 by Ralph and Grunwald [441. Paiva et a1. [68]
report pKAl for histamine as 9.75 while Randolf v. Schalien [67] reports
a value of 9.756. Assuming a mean value of 9.75 for pKA2 and recalling
that pKAl was determined as 5.85 ± 0.01 in the present work, Equation
(5.11) can be used to determine an estimate for pKAi of 8.62. Hence
KAi - 2.4 x 10-9 and Equation (5.1) provides
21.2 • 1.1 x 1010 sec.-1
0.8 x 2.4 x 10 9
While recognizing that the assumptions made. as well as the
tmcertainties of measurements. will cause large uncertainties in the
foregoing. it is nevertheless interesting to note that the magnitude of
jH is as expected for a primary alkylamine in water [J5]. It is. there-
fore. quite reasonable to suppose that acid repression of j 1 was detected
in the double irradiation experiments.
Acid Repression of k l
The step in the region of pH 3 to 4 has been interpreted as a ~
process with ~ ,. 4 x 106 sec. -1. Such a value might be quite reasonable
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for the gauche rotamers of histamine [35]. The trans isomer might show
a k H value at about pH - O. This was the case for imidazole where ~ was
found to be 1.8 x 109 [44]. Accordingly an attempt: was made to interpret
the acid repression data as a ~ process rather than as a salt effect.
When this procedure was applied to the different data series. ~ vas
evaluat.ed as (6 ± 1) x 1010 sec. -1. Such a value is unacceptably high
for a ~ process at the imidazole ring so that the int.erpretation of the
acid repression as a salt effect is preferred. However. a ~ value
comparable to that found in imidazole may well be superimposed on the
salt effect and be inseparable from the salt effect.
Rate Constants from the 017 Experiments
This rate constant Is a composite rate constant for all reactions
~volving one molecule of histamine. Three types of reaction may be
yresent:
(i) The usual pseudo first order reactions of the j land kl type •
. ill The intramolecular proton transfer between amino and imidazole
sites. This process was detected in the NH data and it was
designated by the rate constant ji.
(i.ii) At high pH. Chang and Grunwald [771 have detected an intra-
molecular process in imidazole. In this process. a proton is
transferred from one imidazole nitrogen to the other imidazole




This reaction might be det.ected in the 0 17 rate data for histamine.
Inspection of the values for 0111 (which are listed in Table 4.30)
sh'_'\':$ that the contribution from jl and k 1 will be insignificant provided
th!'.t the number of water molecules is "normal" (i.e. 'between one and two).
The value of DIll must therefore arise from one or both of the intra-
molecular processes. While it is Dot possible to clearly distinguish
between these two processes. upper and lower limits can be placed on t.heir
relative contributions as follows.
It is first noted that the ji process must take place with the
participation of at least one water molecule since otherwise it would not
have been detected in the NH data. In the 0111 measurement the minimum
contribution from this process must therefore be 3.74 x 105 sec. -1. t If
this minimum contribution due to ji is subtracted from the nll l values
listed in Table 4.30 we obtain the weighted mean for the maximum value of
Dsk
s
to be (3.4 ± 0.8) x 105 . This compares with the value of Dsk
s
in
imidazole of (1.5 ± 0.5) x 106 . Therefore if this k
s
process is present
at all in histamine, it must be appreciably slower than in imidazole




itself. Since the rate determining step 1s not known it is difficult to
specify the reason for this difference. The difference 1n the acidity of
the imida~olium ion in the two cases is one factor which may cause the k
s
mechanism and rate to change.
The second limiting case would arise 1f Dsk
s
had becoJ:le so small
to be hegligible. In this case 0111 will become 20 i ji and the weighted
mean for the numer of water molecules in the intramolecular ji process
10'111 be 1.9 ± 0.2. The weighted means given here are weighted as the
reciprocal of the square of the standard deviation.
This rate constant refers t.o all reactions which involve two
histamine species and it has already heen deduced that reactions involving
different charge types are included. Thus reactions involving a +2 ion
auJ a +1 lon have been designated by the component
Reactions involving a +1 ion and an unchanged histamine molecule were
also detected with
Reactions in "Ihich the two histamine species have a total char.ge of +2
might also be expect.ed. The rate constants n20120 and DUlli (which
were included in Equation (4.17) refer t.o such react.ions. Analysis of
t.he experiment.al dat.a. however. showed DO evidence for t.hese reactions
since the value of n212 increased slightly more rapidly than t.he square
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of the buffer ratio. Reactions in which the total reactant charge is
+2 wi.ll cause D2Ii to increase as the first power of the buffer ratio.
while reactions in which the total reactant charge 1s +1 (Le. 010110)
will cause 021i to increase a8 the square of the buffer ratio. If
reactions of both charge type are present, 021i should incresse as the
buffer ratio raised to some power between one and two. In order to
understand why °20120 and D11l 1i were not detected. we must examine the
uncertainties in the values of 021i which are listed in Table (4.30).
For the maximum possible contribution from these two reactions. \Ie must
find the maximum portions of 021i (Le. portions proportional to the
first power of the buffer ratio) which can be subtracted while leaVing
residual parts which will still give a linear plot (within the limits
of the experimental uncertainties) versus the square of the buffer ratio.
By this procedure the limit
~_s determined. Hence the experimental results requ1.re that
The main component of n 20 120 will be a "downhill" reaction in which a
proton is transferred from an imidazolium site to an amino site. Such
a reaction might be expected to be diffusion controlled but even so
the rate constant would not be expected to exceed 9 x 109 1.mole.-l sec.-l
where this size of ion is involved. Hence the limits imposed by the
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failure to detect this reaction are not anomalous.
When the least squares fit to Equation (4.17) is repeated after
the above component has been subtracted, it is found that
Hence very little change in this rate constant will result 1f °201.20
and/or filIi-Ii are in fact present.
Components of the Second Order Rate
Constants
The rate constants j2 and k 2 were both derived from a rate law
dependence on [BH2
2
+]lBH+]. The reactions which would have this depen-
dence are listed below but without including the water participation
which will be at least one water molecule in each case.
and






If we designat.e the rate constants for reactions (5.13) to (5.16)
by ql t.o q4 respectively while remembering that
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[ 1m. NH3+] KAl 2+--- - --. 5.9 x 10
[ HIm. NB1 ] RAJ.









+] + (+HlmoNHZ] [ImoNH3+]
"2
j 2 .. ql + 5.9 x 102
"1\d 8 11'IP.8n value of j2 ·1.9 x 106 t.mole.-1 sec.-1 gives
6 "21.9 x 10 .. ql + ---2
5.9 x 10
8' ! sbo1larly for k1
(5.17)
[BH22+IIBH+J
k2 [HH22+IIBH+) - "3 [BH22+)[BH+J + "4 -~-----.-~5.9 x 102_
The value of ki .. 2.4 x 107 t.mole.-1 sec. -1 determined later gives
7 "42.4 x 10 .. q3 + ---2
5.9 x 10
(5.1B)
We can obtain a third relationship by recognising that reactions (5.13)
and (5.16)are the reverse of each other. Accordingly the principle of
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